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The meeting was called to order at 3.20 p.m.

ADDRESS BY MR. CESAR GAVIRIA, PRESIDENT OF COLOMBIA

The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will first hear an address by the President
of the Republic of Colombia, His Excellency Mr. Cesor Gaviria.

Mr. Cesar Gayirio. President of the Republic of Colombia. was escorted into
the General Assembly Ball.

~e PRESIDENT: On behalf of the General Assembly, I have the honour to
welcome to the United Nations the President of the Republic of Colombia,
ais Excellency Mr. Cesar Gaviria, and to invite him to address the Assembly.

Prpsident GAyIRIA (interpretation from Spanish): At the outset, I should
like to make a special app~al to all the countr __~ represented here in the name of
a country which has demonstrated its resolve to withstand the most cowardly and
inhumane form of violenc9. I call on everyone of you to make one last effort, an
effort to seek a new formula and exhaust all avenues of reason and intelligence in
order to achieve peace in the Persian Gulf. We must attempt to rescue thous~r~;~

from the risk of death and desolation. If g at the e~d of the process, folly w~~s

the day and the use of force becomes necessary, let it be clear that it will be
because of the intransigence of those who resorted to violen~e and not because of a
lack of will or generosity on the part of those of us who truly believe that the
only worthwhile victory is the triumph of life and peace.

I would like to ezpress my heartfelt congratulations to you, Sir, on your
election as President of the Assembly. Your country, although a small one, has
always played a key role in this institution. I would also like to express our
gratitude to Mr. Garba for his splendid work at the last session. I would also
like to pay a tribute to Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar, a distinguished
Latin American, for his excellent leadership at the helm of this institution.
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Colombia joins in greeting Liechtenstein and the new Yemen, both sitting for

the first time as full Members of this Assembly.

Each time that a Colombian Head of State addressee the Assembly, he has begun

by reading a 10Dg list of names of important officials - young leaders, judges,

soldiers and policemen - who have lost their lives at the hands of the drug

traffickers. This list was followed by a call for concerted action by all nations

to stand with Colombia against the drug scourge. We have made this call because

Colombia has paid the highest pries in this struggle. That list of names has

increased significantly since former President Virgilio Barco spoke to this

Assembly less than one year ago.

Today, I am not going to read the list. I would however like to tell the

world that today the list is even longer and bloodier than ever. We still face

very difficult days ahead.

In the course of the last electoral campaign alon0, the drug terrorists

assassinated three presidential candidates, including Luis Carlos Galan, my friend,

and the candidate I was associated with as campaign manager. This is what has

happened as far as our political leaders are concerned. It is, however, the

civilian population, ordinary Colombians, who are paying the highest price.

The drug terrorists have placed dozens of car bombs in the streets of our

cities. On the day we innocently celebrate as Mother's Day in Colombia, cars

filled with dynamito exploded at shopping centres crowded with children. Many of

them lost their lives. A commercial airplane exploded over Bogota because of a

high-powered bomb placed under a seat by drug t3rrorists. The building which

housed the administrative security department was entirely demolished by a blast of

a ton of dynamite placed inside a bus. The terrorists offered to pay the sum of
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2 million pesos, almost $4,000, for each policemRn tilled. Close to 300 policemen
were murdered by the paid assassins. It was thus that Colombians came to realize
that our mourning would be more frequent than everyone else's.

In today's world addressing the Genoral Assembly of the United Nations is a
significant event in the life of any public figure. It 111 a unique aDd splendid
opportunity to address all the peoples of the world. I believe that my commitment
to this audience and this institution requires me to say something useful and
meaningfUl. It should be something that adds to the experience of the Assembly, an
organization endowed by its founders with tbe unique quality of bringing together
all the peoples, all the cultures, all the religions that encompass and guide the
:tuman race.

It may be useful to recall the words spoken by William raulkner 47 years ago,
when he addressed the Swedish Academy:

"One should teach oneself that there is nothing more disgraceful than to be
afraid."

Colombia is not a powerful country; it is not a wealthy country. Our wealth
and our power come from the tenacity with which we maintain our democratic ideals
and with which we adhere to the Charter of the United Nations. Our belief and our
firm attachment to those fundamental values are our real strength.

Optimism over the inevitable advance of democracy and freedom should Dot,
bowever, blind us to the obstacles to world stability.

With the abatement of tbe East-West conflict, which for more than 40 years
bung over us like a spectre of war, it is becoming clear that peAce does not depend
on avoiding the nuclear annihilation of humanity. Today the conflicts and thraats
that hang over the world community are of another Und, ODe that is no less
dangerous than the arms race or the overweeninq bel11qerence betweeD the

super-Powers.

..
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As the Secretary-Gen.ral stated in his reports

"ne Chart.r of the United Nations governs relations betwasn States. The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights pertains to relations between the State
and the individual. The time has come to devise a covenant regulating
relations betwe.n humankind and nature." (A/45/1. Ps 22)

Colombia has on. of the wid.st biological bas.s in the world. In our country
th.re is unique wealth as regards the presence and variety of vegetable and animal
species. W. believe that that h.ritage is our own but it also bolongs to all of
mankind. For this r.aSOD" in the Orinoquia and the AmaDon V& !lava protected an
arel larger in siz. than Great Britain. But the responsibility and the cost of
pr.s.rving the environment should not rest sol.ly on thome developing countries
that utilI have the luzury of possessing vast forests and virgin lands. It is
inadmissible that those Industrlallaed countries tha~ devastated and continue to
exploit natural resources, within the framework of unbridled development, are
trying to shirk th.ir responsibilities. The !ndustr!aliaed world has an ecoloqical
debt to mankind.

There is OD the horiaon a dangerous threat of ecological dislster for the
developing world imposed by those countries that are primarily responsible for the
deterioration of the world enviroDment. If wo 40 not act soon to find more
effective machinery within a multilateral framework, the questioD of the
environment will become a Dew Dource of conflict ~etveen North and South.
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Colombia vill therefore participate actively in the preparation of the United
Nations Conference on Bnvironment and Development~ to be held in Brazil in 1992.

There are other threats to peace and stability, particularly for the
developing countries6 and I am referring to the conventional arms race and the
illegal traffic in drugs. Colombia has repeatedly stressed the latter because we
have personal experience of the carnage it causes. We hope that next year the
General Assembly vill adopt the recommendations of the group of experts created at
the rOCJuest of my country, which is now working on this subject.

Hor can ve disregard the significance of the deliberations of the Uruguay
Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

We hope that the developing countries ~ill concede the liberalization of
commercial services, telecommunications and high technology and that at the same
time there will be a real opening up of markets for agricultural goods in the
industrialized countries, whlch at present are scanty and not very significant.
This imbalance could endanger continuation of the multilateral trade negotiations.

I am sure that at the World Summit for Children6 at which so many world
leaders will be brought together, with the signing of the final act we will give
great momentum to work being done for children and young people throughout the
world. My nine-year-old child accompanied me here so that he will be able to bear
witness to the efforts that Governments and leaders are making.

The conflict in the Persian Gulf is the greatest threat to world peace in
recont times. But parado~ically it gives us an opportunity further to develop
detente throughout the world. If the world can stand 8S one in confronting all
acts of aggression and violations of international law and human rights, by
~hatev6r aggressor nation, then we shall establish a precedent for co-operation
that can serve to bring' about stability.
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Our relations with the community of nations are constantly guided by the
principles that guarantee civilized coexistence among peoples. Defence of aDd
respect for human rights, the legal e~uality of States, the peaceful settlement of
disputes, respect for yluralism, rejection of the use of force, and above all
non-intervention and the self-determination of peoples - they are the principles
that guide our internstional policies. They give us an active mandate which, as a
clear expression of thOS& convictions, determine, our actions iD the Security
Council and in multilateral organisations.

Ke do not believe it is posllible to build peace without pluralislI, without
tolerance for others' ideas. That is what wo believe ia. Colombia, and that is why
Mr. ADtonio Navarro Wolf now serves OD our COUDcil of Ministers, while barely six
months ago he WDa tating up arm, and fighting as a member of the M-19 guerrilla
group. Lite the hundreds of former guerrillas of that now demobilized insurgent
group, he has found in Colombia a climate in which he can leave the armed struggle
without renouncing his ideals of aocial change. The seriousness of his commitment
~eservel firm electoral support.

I should lite to recall that in recent times violence has knocked at the door
of every Colombian and has sorely tried the character of the natioD. Those who
advocate violence failed to realize that our country would rise up in the face of
adversity; that in the face of death and suffering, life and hope become greater.
Colombiaa.s responded to bullets and bombs by voting. They went to the polls an~

overwhelmingly voted in favour of a democratic and peaceful country.

Drug trafficking may not be as tangible a threat to peace as tanks and combat
aircraft, but it is just as real and DO less devastating. It has become one of the
worst enemies of social integrity and democratic stability. Sooner or later, we
will uproot drug trafficking, but if the rest of the international community does
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not make sacrificGs similar to those of Colombia, mankind will never be free of its
ferocious grip.

A considerable portion of the billions of dollars drug consumers pay to
dealers ends up in the hallds of the drug-traffic terrorists who violate the right
to life and threaten our institutions. But we have learned to give no quartor to
organized terrorism. Drug trafficking is primarily responsible for violations of
human rights in countries where traffickers are active.

The world community has been able to activate global co-operation to face
possible war and to defend international law. We have in less than a month

•

mobilized enormous war power from one end of the world to the other, and if we can
do that I am convinced we are able similarly to achieve satisfactory results in the
fight against druq trafficking.

No other nation has fought drug trafficking and its organizations more than
Colombia. No other nation has obtained the results Colombia has achieved. In this
long struggle, we have struck heavy blows against the drug traffickers and their
terrorist structure.

A highly significant percentage of all cocaine seized and destroyed in the
world has been the work of the Colombian authorities. This is reflected in the
considerable increase in drug prices in the streets of this city as well as in the
poor neighbourhoods of Washington, DC. At the other end of the chain, coca-leaf
prices have plummeted below the cost of production.

As long as demand does not decrease in the developed world, there will always
be more laboratories and the drug traffi.~kers will become increasingly wealthy,
regardless of their nationality. To be sure, there are some encouraging signs.
The measures adopted by ~resident Georqe Bush aqainst drug use in the United States
are beginning to show results at middle-income levels •
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That is why, following inexorable market forces, the drug traffic is shifting

towards other countries and regions, such as Europe and part of Asia. We do not

want even to think about the consequences in Colombia and in high-income countries,

such as Japan or the European nations, of a demand for drugs, such as that of the

United States.

We have before us a gre~t opportunity. If we take advantage of the current

low prices of the coca leaf to push for a massive alternative crop development, and

if the world community acts promptly and takes harsh measures to break the other

links of the chain, such as the laundering of dollars, the traffic in precursor

chemical products and weapons, and increased consumption, it is possible we may

then be close to adopting a policy capable of putting an end to this phenomenon.

Colombia actively promotes initiatives which seek concerted internatianal

action against the laundering of dollars and the trade in the dangerous precursor

chemicals used in the processing of cocaine. We support the call for world

conf£~ences to address these important issues in the fight against drugs.

The war on drugs cannot, however, be the sole responsibility of one country or

even a small group of countries. Drug trafficking is fed by a network of

activities that cross every boundary on the planet and involves, in one way or the

other, almost all nations.

No one is safe from this threat. Until we have definitively defeated this

enemy all over the world, without exception, nobody can rest assured that his sons

and daughters will be free of this vice and violence engendered by drugs.

Columbia considers especially important the creation of an inte~Dational penal

jurisdiction in the fight against drug trafficking. That is why we view with the

greatest interest discussions on this issue in the International Juridical

Committee.

- •
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Drug trafficking is, then, an activity which requir.s aultilateral solutions.

It is not enough that the United States, Peru, Bolivia and ColQmbla _ the

signatories to the Declaration of Cartagena - are r••olute in their willingDess to

face the probl... To H effective, all countries must be involved. Ho institution

is better suited to th~ task than the United Nations. For this reason, we support

the United Nations current effort to evaluate the work being carried out by its

bodies in the area of narcotics •
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It is necessary to create a sin9~e authority within the United Nations with
sufficient capacity to face the problem. We expect to play a leading r le in such
a forum, and we seek to participate actively, regardless of the institutional
mechanism finally adopted.

In the light of the recent crisis in the Persian Gulf, President Bush
requested and obtained economic assistance to offset the costs of the United States
effort and thus help guarantee the effectiveness of the United Nations decisions.

Fighting an enemy even more dangerous to humanity, Colombia has received
repeated expressions of solidarity, but very few real measures of support. While
nations have demonstrated their economic support for the United States, on the
other side of the world, Colombia, fighting against that other enemy of humanity
and suffering economic and social hardship has, in fact, received no compensation
at alL

It is time that repeatedly announced initiatives be converted into concrete
actions. We are waiting for the European Economic Community to translate into
concrete action its offers to help Colombia and the other Andean nations. We have
been awaiting the adoption of the preferential trade system for the countries that
signed the Declaration of Cartagena, also known as the Andean Initiative, and its
prompt approval by the Congress of the United States. We hope, too, that there
will be initiatives in this area by Japan and th~ countries of the Association of
South-East Asian Nations.

We would like to see, within the framework of the Initiative for the Americas,
the adoption of a special and speedy procedure of negotiations with those countries
most seriously affected because of their firm stand against drug trafficking. Our
military, judges and policemen know how to do their jobs. They have received
minimal specific aid. We are grateful for that aid, but we insist there is a need
for solidarity with the Colombian people, who have borne the brunt of this struggle.
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Friends of the United Natio~s, let us consider for n moment the role of

RC/S

has united the most diverse countries in the world and consolidated the power I).'

•the Security Council as an organ designed to impose international law.

gr9at historical significance.

In South Africa, the discussions between Nelson Mandela, who was recently
released, and the Government are opening a window of hope that th~ ~~!4ciple of the
e~uality of aen, regardless of race, shall prevail.

In Chile, millions of citizens said no to the dictatorship, and chose
representative democracy instead.

In Hicara~a, the Sandinista ~e9ime honour~d its electoral promises.

T4roughout Latin America, the principle of damocracy is being applied with new
str~n9th ad vigour.

In Col@mb!a, the people have faith in the future, and have ~urned optimism
Into one more reason to continue struggling for peace. We are the Latin American
cuuntry with the mo~t marked growth in this past decade, and we are continuing to
grow. Our democratic principles, tolerance, freedom and respect for the ideas of
others continue to strengthen in spite of attacks from violent sectors.

We are speaking about m&jcr achievements that seemed unlikely a few years
ago. Ths3e are ezcitlnq times, when Dew leadership based on old principles is
cominq into bloom everywhere.

Within this great settlng~ &Dd under the aegis of this Assembly, ~e5ts the
responsibility of k~epln9 this flower alive, of caring for its fragile roots and
protecting it whatever the cost.

'--~
~-ILJI -------
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As a tribute of my people, I bring the Assembly its affirmation of an

=

ambitious and comforting rule: courage doos payoff. Colombians are willing to
defend their right to live free of fear. Colombians will never surrender their
basic principles. Colombians will continue to defend their most aacred ~alues in
the face of violence, whether or not they stand alone in the world.

As I learned from the words of a peasant of my country, liThe mOlllt beautiful
flowers of the qarden may be destroyed, but nothing C&D stop tho arrival of spring."

The PBBSIDJrnT¥ On behalf of the General ASl!:smbly, I wlllh to thlmk the
President of the Republic of Colombia for the statemant ha has just made.

Mr. Celar Gayir!a, President of the Republic of Colo"~ia, vas escorted from
th' General Ass~ly Hall.
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ADDRESS BY MR. SAN NUJOMA, PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA

the PRESIDENT: The Assembly will now hear an address by the President of

~e Republic of Namibia.

Mr. Sam Hqjoma. President of the Republic of Namibia, was escorted into the

General Assembly Rall.

the PRESIDENt: On behalf of the General Assembly, I have the honour to

welcome to the United Nations the PresIdent of the Republic of Namibia, His

Excellency Mr. Sam Nujoma, and to invite him to address the General Assembly.

Presidept NYJOMA: It gives me great pleasure to address the forty-fifth

session of the General Assembly. At the outset, let me extend my heartfelt

congratulations to you, Mr. President, on your unanimous election and wish you well

in the heavy responsibilities entrusted to you. Your vast ezperience and

diplomatic skill assure us that the work of the Assembly is in good hands.

I should like to express my personal happiness and sense of pride to your

predecessor, General Joseph Garba, for the efficiency and wisdom with which he

steered the forty-fourth session to a successful conclusion. He truly deserves

praise by Africa and the world at large for a job well done.

The United Nations family was recently reinforced by a new Member, the

Principality of Liechtenstein, whose membership my Government warmly welcomes. If

I may say so, I had been looking forward to addressing the Assembly as President of

the newest Member State of the United Nations. However, the Principality of

Liechtenstei~ overtook us before the finish line. Therefore, as the second

youngest Member, ve take special pride in welcoming Liechtenstein and expressing

confidence that it will enrich us all.
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(President NuiomA)
The year 1990 hiuJ special meaninq to the Namibian people. It is the year of

the independence of the Republic of Namibia and, indeed, a momentous year for our
country and our people as vell as for the United Nations. The Namibian question
has been a burninq issue on the agenda of the General Assambly for decades as well
as the subject-matter of many Assembly and Security Council resolutions an4
numerous international conferences.

It was the overwhelminq desire for freedom burninq in the souls of the
Namibian people to free themselves from the yoke of APArtheid colonialism that led
tens of thousands of our fine younq men and women to sac~iflce their lives for th~

freedom of their motherland. Many more were imprisoned, tortured, injured and
maimed in the process.

,That sad chapter has now come to an end and we have opened a new chapter in
our history. We now tackle the process of nation-buildinq towards consolidating
our hard-won freedom and opening the way to a briqht future for all Namibians. We
are determined to face the cha11enqes in the fields of aqricu1ture, rural
development, education, health care, job creation and human-resources development.
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Full of hOpe, optimism and determination, we now dedicate ourselves to the

arduous task of the socio-economic reconstruction and development of our country

for the benefit of all our people. In this endeavour we are resolute in our desire

to build stability and peace for our nation on the solid foundations of our

fledgling democracy and the rule of law enshrined in our Constitution.

We are deeply conscious of the fact that this formidable undertaking will

require hard work and political wisdom. But we are determined to •._~ch forward,

inspired by the unity of our people and the need to achieve social justice for

all. During the brief period since our independence, we have already been able to

ensure peace within our borders, create confidence about the future among all

Namibians, and set an 8gendc f~r national reconstruction. All of this we have been

able to do in spite of the recent past in Namibia, characterized by racial conflict

and war.

Our young democracy and multi-party system are steadily moving forward and

giving our people hope that the political monsters of the past are gone for good.

It gives me special pride to inform this body that my delegation consists of

members of most of the political parties represented in our Parliament.

We, in Namibia, are blessed with a very beautiful climate, a large sparsely

populated country with quite unique scenic landscapes. We have an environmental

paradise which, by our Constitution, we are duty bound to preserve and treasure.

Many of you here and many officials and citizens of your countries who visited

Namibia during this last year can attest to this and many have in fact already done

so by returning as tourists to enjoy all that our country has to offer.

We are heartened by the fact that the international community has given our

Government a fi~ vote of confidence for the efforts that we are making in

promoting the basic and fundamental human rights of our people, political stability

and pragmatic economic policies. The struggle which we have embarked upon and
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which we are deter.mined to win is that of national reconstruction and economic
development. In this connection, we are confident that the plans we have drawn up
to create an atmosphere conducive to foreign investment and to stimulate the
recovery of our economy are sound.

At this moment, foreign cm~anies are actively looking at ezistlng or
potential oppcrtunities to do business with us. We have already signed agreements
with a number of foreign and international institutions aiming at promoting private
investment. Following the successful donors' pledging conference held here in Nev
York earlier this year, my Government is planning to convene a private sector
investment conference to allow local and foreign private investors to acquaint
themselves with our development efforts and to explore the possibilities for joint
ventures.

Being conscious of the interdependence of the regional economies, my
Goverument join~d the Southern Africa Development Co-ordinating Conferenco
immediately after independence. In so doing we hope to make our contribution to
the strengthening of the economies of the region by promoting trade, communication
and co-c~ration amoDg ourselves with the aim of strengthening the indust~ial

networks in the region.

Like most Asian, African and Caribbean developing countries, Namibia is
seeking membership of the Lome Convention with the hope of securing beneficial
access to the European markets for our agricultural products, especially our high
quality beef. Our country's low level of development and highly lopsided economy
mate us one of the poorest countries in the world. For this reason, we are also
seeking to be granted a least developed country status. He are pleased to note in
this regard the positive dec1s10n of the recent least-developed-countries
Conference held in Paris, which has recommended to the current sessioD of the
General Ass~mbly that Namlb~a be granted such a status. I am confident that ~
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GoverlUNnt can count on the assistance of the Member States to support that

reco...ndat!on.

we are greatly indebted to the United Bations for the constructive as.ist8llce

rendered to ...Abla and its people in layiDg a healthy foundation for the

realisation of the well-beiD9 of our people. Tbi. truly collective effort of the

countrie. of the world repr••ents aD outlltaD4iug acbieveMDt. Thla vict0ll' _ad. it

possible to achieve one of the fundaMental objectives ~f the United .atl~D.,

D8IMly, the right to i1elf-4etel'1lia.ation u4 Datlonal ,butepaDdence.

OD behalf of ay Goverllll8nt 8114 our people, I IIhould like to ezpr.s. My

heartfelt thaaks to tho UDited ••tiODS Secretary-GeDeral for purauing with great

skill aDd detel'1l1DatioD the pledge he made on taking office wbeD ho co~ltted

himeelf to the aarU.llt imple.Dtat1olil of UDf,te4 MattOD. Security Council

re.olutioD 435 (1971).

I wisb to offer our profound thanks to the United BatioDS GeDeral AaBeably and

the UDited NatioDs Security Council for the dedicatod work dODe over the ,..rs In

support of the 'ust struggle of the people of ...ibAa.
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In this contezt, I should like to single out the men and women who served in the
United Nations Transition A.alatance Group (UHTAG) under the able leadorship of
Mt. Ahtisaarl of Finland, the Special ••presentative of the Secreta~-G.n.ral, and
his deputy, Amba.sador Joe Legvalla of Botewana, for their co..itJlent and
dedication in aucee••fully accoapllshing that historic and unprecedented mission.

At thi. 'acture I.lah to pay a spocial tribute to the mellbers of the
reeent1y 4ia.ol~4 United Rations Council for Namibia for their tenacity in
pursuing the Mam4ate entrustea to th•• by the United NatiouI. Tbe Unitea Natione
vaa able to suatain ita r.aponalbility over Ne-1bia until the day of ita
independence largely becauqe of the~r4our and self1.s. dedication of the Council.
Ye., In4eea, the Council vaa trUly a partner in the struggle for a.-ibia'a freedom
and ill4eponcJence.

I appeal to the General Assembly to Gnsure the successful completion of th~

r...inlng progr..... of aupport for the Samlblan people, Inclu4iDg, In particular,
the smooth transfer of the United Nations Institute for Namibla.

I recall frea the recent reaolution adopted by the Goneral AaseMbly on the
occa.lon of the dl••olution of the United Nations Council for ...ibla that the
Unlted Rationa Secretaly-General hi••olf wl11 be tho custodian of the United
Rations Fund for ...lbia with • vie. to enauriaq the completion of OD;oiD9
progr..... and activities currently financed from United Ration••ource••

In this cODDDctloD, the General A.s.ably requestea the Secrotary-General, in
recognition of the unique and direct ro.ponslbility that the United Rations had
D88umed over R..ibia prior to independence, to onsure the cont:aue4 role of the
Unlted NatioDs in the ~econ.tructioD end development of the newly independent State
of Namibia by providing the necessary re=ourc•• and ataff within the Secretariat
for the delivery of 8ucb progr..... of a••lstance •. Accordingly, I appeal to the
Asseably aDd tbe international coamunity as a whole to Dustain the role of the
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Secretary-General in this regard by providing adequate funds for the successful
completion of all the programmes.

I sbould like to reaffirm once a9ai~ before this august body our eternal
gratitude to the front-line States, the Organization of African Unity and the
Movement of Non-Aligned Countries for the political, moral aud material support
they rendered during the darkest and most difficult days of our struggle for
independence. Similarly we express our appreciation to Governments and peoples the
world over who generously supported our just cause and whose collective efforts
made Namibia's independence a reality.

On behalf of the Government and people of Namibia, I thank those nations for
their political, material and technical contributions to the successful
implementation of Security Council resolution 435 (1978).

The good w111 demonlStrated towards our country and its people was reflected'J

again in the 9~nerosity of many Member States which pledged assi~tance for
Namibia's developm~nt at the donors' pledging Conference held earlier this year
here in New York. On behalf of my Government end people I wish once again to thank
all those countries for their practical demonstration of support for our efforts to
make a success of Namibia's independence.

The success ntory resulting from the global co-operative effort in Namibia has
left us with a sense of profound hope for the world and ita future and the crucial
peace-keeping and confllct-resolutio~ roles of the United Nations. Through the
Hamlbian experience, the United Nations has demonstrated that when there is the
necessary political will~ unity of purpose and international determination and
solidarity, solutions can be found to the most vexed problems facing mankind. We
should Dot lose sight of thin lesson when we seek solutions to the remaining
challenges of our time.
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As is to be expected of a concerned neighbour, I fervently and sincerely wish

that such a spirit will also guide the international community in finding a durable

solution to the problem of the inhuman system of apartheid in South Africa. Recent

developments such a~ the release of some political prisoners, including

Nelson Mandela, the unbanning of political organizations, the suspension of the

armed liberation struggle by the African National Congress and the initiation of

talks between the South African Government and the African National Congress

represent moves in the right direction towards the peaceful resolution of that

conflict.

However, we cannot ignore the fact that the principal pillars of apart~ are

still intact. Neither can we ignore the fact that the majority of the oppressed

people of South Africa are still deprived of exercising their democratic right to

vote. Furthermore, the much-publicized talks about talks have yet to reach the

stage of seriousp purposeful and substantive negotiations aimed at finding a

democratic and non-racial constitutional transformation in South Africa. Moreover,

we are deeply saddened by the recent spate of violence and the resulting loss of

life and destruction of property. These unfortunate developments, if not

controlled, are likely to derail the promising efforts currently under way towards

finding a peaceful solution.

In this connection my Government joins the entire international community in

calling upon all the participants in the process to practise restraint and extreme

caution. We should like to reaffirm that it is, in the first instance, the

responsibility of President De Klerk's Government to arrest the violence and to put

an end to it•
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Given the prevailing situation in South Africa, it ls the strong view of my

Government that the decisions and recomm~ndations adopted by the General Assembly
at its recently concluded forty-fourth session must be adhered to and implemented
fully - including those that relate to retention of the existing sanctions against
South Africa.

Still closer to home, we are deeply concerned about the continued bleeding and
suffering in the People's Republic of Angola. My Government strongly supports the
peace initiatives, launched by the Angolan Government, aimed at finding a
negotiated settlement with UNITA. We deeply regret the continued supply of massive
and unwarranted military and financial aid to UNITA from external sources. This,
in our view, constitutes interference in the internal affairs of the People's
Republic of Angola, as well as being detrimental to the objectives of a negotiated
settlement. Now that the two parties to the conflict have agreed to seek a
political solution, all external parties should desist from undertaking actions
likely to jeopardize that process and should support a cease-fire as the first step
towards ending the conflict.

My Government would also like to seize this opportunity to commend the
Government of the People's Republic of MOZambique for its wisdom, courage and
farsightedness in commencing negotiations with RENAMO in order that lasting peace
and reconciliation might be brought about in that war-torn sister country.

With regard to the continuing civil strife in Liberia, the Republic of
Namibia, like the rest of the African continent, supports the peace-keeping effort
of the members of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS). My
Government appeals to the international community to provide adequate humanitarian,
material and technical assistance to both the ECOWAS forces and the victims of this
unfortunate civil conflict.
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My Government wishes the Secretary-General of the United Nations vell in his
efforts to find a lasting solution to the conflict in Western Sahara, so that the
principle of e~lf-determinationmay be realized ful:z by the Sahraoui people.

The Gulf crisis has been the subject of international outrage and
condemnation. The Government of the Republic of Namibia has also condemned the
naked and unprovoked aggression and illegal occupation of Kuwait by Iraq. This
action is a clear violation of the principles of respect for the sovereignty,
independence and territorial integrity of other States and thus constitutes a
violation of the Charter of the United Nations and of international law.

That is why my Government has given unequivocal support to all resolutions
adopted by the Security Council in respect of this unmitigated act of aggression.
Ke therefore call upon Iraq to withdraw all its forces from Kuwait without further
delay. And that withdrawal must be followed by the restoration of the legitimate
Government of Kuwait.

Not too long ago Namibia was occupied by a foreign aggressor. We called upon
the international community to come to our aid. This was done. Therefore we
understand only too well the profound nature of the situation in Kuwait. As W9. see
it, the central objective in the Gulf situation should be to end aggression and
occupation and to re-establish the rule of law. To that end we urge that all
available peaceful avenues be utilized. We are, however, deeply concerned at the
scale of the military build-up that we are witnessing in the Gulf today.

In this regard, my Government is concerned, in particular, that this crisis
may permanently divert attentioD from ot.her serious and urgent issues in the Middle
East, especially the quest,by the Palestinian people for their legitimate and
long-overdue right to self-determination and statehood. We call upon the Israeli
Government to put an end to the oppression of the Palestinian people, perpetrated
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in the occupied territories, and to start negotiations with the legitimate
representatives of the Palestinian people - namely, the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO).

Similarly, it is the wish of my Government that the current initiatives
towards finding a peaceful solution to the conflict in Cambodia and the talks on
the reunification of the two Koreas should succeed sooner rather than later.

By now all of us are aware of the grave consequences of our failure seriously
to address the environmental deterioration resulting from destructive human
activities on a global scale. The destruction of the ozone layer could have very
serious consequences for all forms of life on Earth. This means that all
countries - rich and poor, industrialized and developing - must unite in a
concerted world-wide effort to save our global habitat. The Sove~nment of the
Republic of Namibia wants to make its contribution to this global effort.

To that end my Government is exploring the possibility of holding an
international conference on the issue during 1992 in Namibia. We wish to encourage
research on this subject, to explore the application of ecologically sound
techniques in manufacturing and processing, to tailor our development to what is
compatible with the preservation of our national and global environment.

The day after tomorrow the world will witness the most important gathering of
Heads of State and Heads of Government in this century at the World Summit for
Children. The Republic of Namibia, being perbaps one of the very few countries
that have enshrined the rights of children in their Constitutions, thereby making
such rights an integral part of the basic law, is looking forward to the Summit
with great expectations.
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As I stated in my message to the Summit, it would not be enough for

Governments to put their signatures to the United Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child. For the children of the world - a world whose attention is focused
on the unprecedente~ gathering of world leaders next Sunday - the World Summit for
Children and the Uuited Nations Convention on their rights would have true meaning
only if all the aeads of State and of Government gathered in New York could agree
to ensure that: no child should die from a preventable disease, and Governments
should strive for a 100 per cent immunization rate; that no child should be cursed
with illiteracy and, ultimately, with unemployment, and that therefore primary
education should be compulsory; that no child should go to sleep hungry and cold,
and everything possible must be done to provide sufficient food and adequate
shelter for all children; and that, as Governments, we have a responsibility and
duty not to pass on planet Earth to future generations in a worse state than the
one we received it in.

For the sake of our children we all must, accordingly, work together towards
creating an atmosphere of peace, mutual trust and understanding, with a cl~ar

vision of reaching our ultimate goal, namely, that of social justice for all our
peoples - and especially for our children, for they are our future.

The PRESIDENT: On behalf of the General Assembly, I wish to thank the
President of the Republic of Namibia for the statement he has just made.

The President of the Republic of Namibia was escorted from the General
Assembly Hall.
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Mr. MPm.tjll (OIIan) (interpll:etatlon from Arabic>: It gives me plel!lsure

{or the efforts of the Secretar.y-General in carrying out the tasts .ntru8te4 to him

On behalf of m¥ country's delegation, I should also like to tate this,

opportunity to welcome the admission of the Principality of Liechtenstein to

community of natio~a.

by this Orgeni8ation. We commend his endeavour to strengthen ~oDfidence in th0

efending the inviolsbility of the enlightened principles and standards of this

effective role in the maintGnance of international peace and security and in

Qembership of the United Nations.

effectiveness of the United Nati1)Ds as a hody capable of assumiDg a positive &ond

to congratulate you OD your election to the presidency of the G~neral Assembly at
ita ~orty-fifth session. Your election to this high offics is in recognition of

~rs of the Gulf Co-operation Council, of which, this yesI', oman is preGidcsnt,

direction, the GeDe~al AasemblF will coneolidate the 9~lDs it B~d~ at its laat
s~6sioD under the leadership of your predecessor, Mr. Joeeph Garba of Nigeria. I

your ability and your ezperbnce. We have eV&l'Y cocfiden\:D that, under your

SIr/ll

Eve~ when the credibility of the United Nations was most widely doubted, my
oountry declared its faith in the effective role th~t the Orqani8atioD could play,
givea a readiness to be bound by its purposes and principlea. We would lite to
reiterate that the foreign policy of the Sultanate of oman, am la1d doVll by
His Majesty Sultan Oaboos bin S~id, is constantly guided by the high purposes and
principles enshrined in the United N~tions Charter and remains committ~d to the
international and regional treaties to which the country has acceded.
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Among the nvJst important components of our policy as prescribed by His Majesty

Sultan Qaboos sinc~ our modern resurgence began on 23 July 1970, the 20th

anniversary of which we are celebrate this year, have been the strengthening of

bonds of friendship with all other States without distinction and th~ maintenance

of relations with them that are built on a foundation of mutual respect for

sovereignty and independence, nOD-interference in the internal affairs of others,

and the settlement of disputes between States through dialogue and by peaceful

means. Those are the principles by which ve are guided in our relations with our

neighbours and every other State with which the Sultanate of Oman maintains

relations and links of co-operatipn.

In the course of this year, the international community has witnessed

important developments that have led to the emergence of the first genuine detente

of its kind since the end of the Second World War bQtween the two camps of East and

West. That detente has had helpful consequences for many international and

regional issues, and we are hopeful that its positive results will also of

necessity reinforce the role of the United Nations, and enablft it to adopt

pract~cal measures for the implementation of its resolution ~d the achievemsnt of

its goals, in particula~ those relating to the maintenance of international ~~ace

and security and the promotion of sound relations and co-operation among Member

Sta (J.

On 2 August this year, Iraq's armies invaded and occupied by force the sister

State, Kuwait. The invasion and forcible annexation of a neighbouring State is a

dangerous precedent the likes of which the international community has not

witnessed since the establishment of the United Nations. The Organization was

founded and the purposes ana principles en5hr!ne~ in its Charter were adopted with

th£ specific purpose in view of preventing such an occurrence. What Iraq has done
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co~stitutes a flagrant violation of all the principles of the Organization and is
the sort of conduct that is inadmissible under international legitimacy.

The Sultanate of Oman has strongly condemned the invasion and occupation, as
have the Gulf Co-operation Council, the Council of Ministers for Foreign Affairs of
the League of Arab States, the Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers, the
Extraordinary Arab Summit Conference and the United Nations Security Council. We
commend the decisive international stand that has emerged from Security Council
resolutions 660 (1990), 661 (1990), 662 (1990), 664 (1990), 665 (1990), 666 (1990),
667 (1990) and 670 (1990).

We also welcome the ..positive role played by the friendly and fraternal States
in responding to the legitimate appeal made by Kuwait and the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia on the grounds of self-defence. There can be no doubt that that response is
an expression of the readiness of the international community to preserve peace and
to defend the legitimate interests of States, particularly small ones.

We are grieved by Iraq's failure to comply with the resolutions of the League
of Arab States, the Organization of the Islamic Conference, and the United Nations
Security Council calling for complete withdrawal from Kuwaiti territory and the
restoration of the legitimate Government of Kuwait. We hope that Iraq will comply
with all the aforementioned resolutions so that the Iraqi people can once again
enjoy the benefits of peace and stability, channel their enormous human and natural
resources to the task of building and reconstruction, and resume their constructive
role in the Arab world and in the family of nations.

The current Gulf crisis has clearly shown that the Middle East region is one
of an extremely sensitive character owing to the converge~ce of international
interests there. The international community must tb.arefore take decisiv9 action
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to solve the political problems of the region, chief among which is the question of
Palestine.

We ~upport all the international efforts which aim at a peacoful and just
solution to the cause of the Palestinian people, and it is our view that resolving
the problem viII be in the interest of all parties concerned. The time has come
for the Middle East region to enjoy a situation of stability and for all efforts in
the region to be directed towards development.

Israel's open occupation of parts of Lebanese territory is a primary and
insurmountable obstacle to the restoration of that country's unity, security and
stability. Ne reiterate our solidarity with Lebanon in its efforts to achieve
national reconcilation and regain its sovereignty and territorial integrity.*

In Afghanistan, the horrors of war and bloodshed and the plight of the
refugees persist, after more than two years since the signing of the Geneva
Accords. We are confident that the two super-Powers, as guarantors of the Accords,
will provide all necessary support and assistance to international efforts to form
a national Government embracing all the factions of the Afghan people. Afghanistan
will thus be able to preserve its neutrality and its Islamic identity, and the
plight of the refugees will be brought to an end, allowing them to live in dignity
in a homeland linked as it must be by relations of good-neighbourliness to all
contiguou3 States, including the Soviet Union.

After more than 20 years of division and relentless wars and disruptions,
there are signs of a solution to the question of Cambodia on the horizon. The
Sultanate of oman welcomes the progress made in that connection, and in particular.,
the agreement reached by the five permanent members of the Security Council in the
last week of August this year, which has been accepted by the coalitio~ Government

Mr. Afonso (MOZambique), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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and all other parties. It hopes that concerted efforts will be ma4e in the light

of that agreement with a vie. to reaching a just and compreheDsive settlement of

the i.sue that vill take account of the aspirations of the Cambodian people and its

d••ire to choose for itself the system of Goverament that it deems appropriate.

Me had hoped that the optimism which has come to permeate international

~elations would play an important and decisive role with regard to preparations for

the convening of the Conference OD the Indian Ocean this year. While cOllll1endi!1C)

the position adopted by ce~tain States of the Western Group that participated in

th~ work of the Ad RoC CODlllttee on tJ:.a Indian Ocean, my country calls upon other

Western States to follow their example and to respond to the spirit of conciliation

and flexibility shown by the States of the Indian Ocean area so that the Conference

may be held as rescheduled with the participation of all States cODcerned.
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United Nation. effort. which have led to the independence of Heaibia vere a

.plendid ezaaple of what this Organisation CaD achieve if concerted lnt.rnational

effort. are aade to .olve regional probl~m.. Ke welcome the admi••ion of Heaibia

to the Organisation, and hope it ..,111 play the podtive role ezpected of it in the

.earch for peace and security throughout the region to which it belong••

ne Declaration adopte4 by the Gen.ral As••mbly at it. .i~teenth .pecial

••••ion, Gn §Porthold and it. de.tructive consequence. in southern Africa, make. it

clear that la.ting peace and stability in the region can be achieved only with the

dawning of a n.w era in which DO one .uffen under the yoke of a»arthe14. The

Declaration, which vas adopted by consen.us, illustrates the fact that peace does

not simply mean the absence of war, but that it a180 involves rejectil19 the denial

of rights of any kind. ThuB, while welcoming the reforms instituted by the

Government of Pre.ident De Elefk, my country wishes to make it clear that tho.e

reforms should not be seen as an end in themselves but only as a step to..,ards the

complete elimination of the racist regime.

Ke hope a180 that efforts beinq made for the solution of the Angolan problem

wUl be crowned vith success .0 that peace and security can be achieved in that

important part of the African continent.

The .ituation in Cyprus continue. to be characterized by a lack of movement,

despite the sustained efforts of the Secretary-General. The Sultanate of Oman

calls upon the two parties to ezercise self-restraint and to pursue their dialogue

in a spirit of conciliation, so that Cyprus may surmount its ordeal and BO that the

members of its two communities may once again live together, 8S before, in

security, peace and concord.

In Central Amer!ca8 the international community has begun to reap the harvest

sown by the efforts made to achieve peace there. At the time, the Sultanate of

oman supported the Esquipulas and Tela agreements, and it can only support and view
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with satisfaction the .fforts towards national reconciliation now under way, which

herald the beginning of a new peace process to which the peoples of·the region have

so long aspired.

Tho situation on the Korean peninsula continues to be a source of tension in

East Asia. Me hope the progre.S achieved thus far in the ongoing negotiations

between the two States and in the contacts between the Governments of the Soviet

Union and the Republic of Eorea will establish a basis for understanding between

the two countries. We shall support any international effort for the admission of

the two Eoroall as Members of the United Nations.

Environmental issues such as climate change, hazardous-.sste disposal, the

depletion of the 03ene layer and environmentally SQund development have become the

object of increasing wQrld interest, aa is clear from the results of the London

conference on Saving thu Ozone Layer, the Rague Declaration and the Basel

Conv~ntion on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their

Disposal.

Under the guidance of Ris Majesty Sultan Qaboo. Bin Said, my country was among

the first to enact legislation and establish mechanisms for environmental

protection and the conservation of nature both at the domestic and the re9ionol

levels. Oman is thulI engaged at present in identifying chemical substances used in

its various industries which might affect the ozone layer, with a view to bringing

the use of such substances into line with the levels established by the Montreal

Protocol on Subst~Dces that Deplete the Ozone Layer. Along with fellow members of

the Gulf Co-operation Council, my country is also stUdying the Vienna Convention

for the Protection of the Ozone Layer and its Additional Protocol with a view to

acceding to them.

Environmental pollution does not recognize political frontiers. While we

concede the world-wide character of the ecological problem# it must nevertheless be

..
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acknovledg5d that all State. are not e~ually respoDsible for it. The industrially

advaDced countri•• , a. the major source of pollution, Must bear a spacial

responsibility for 4~aliDg with this serious threat. In that connection, my

country ia of the view that the United Nations ConferencG on Environment and

Development, to be held In Bra.il in 1992, will afford th8 best opportunity for the

inte~natioDal co.-unity to act in concert to discuss worsening environmental

problems and to davi.. appropriate solutions taking account of currant development

needs without jeoo~ardi.ing the destiny of future generations.

The international community'. aspiration to a world safe from the nuclear

threat wlll remain unfulfillad If States that posses8 nuclear veapons persist in

retaining theM. The positive davelopments in the field of disarmament produced by

the recent Washington summit of the two super-Powers must therefore be but one step

toward. ridding the world of those overkill and other weapoDs of mass destruction.

Ne appreciate the ~ole played by the major Powers, partiCUlarly the United

States of America and the Soviet Union, the respoDsibility they have. taken upon

themselves and the efforts they have made towards disarmament, but the United

RatioDS must a180 play a significant role in this regard. The Orqanization must

address aD issue that could pose a threat to the continued'existenee of manktnd on

this planet,.

The impact of the recent positive political developments in the international

arena has yet to be reflected in international economic eo-oper~tion. The gap

between the industrially advanced countries and the developing countries continues

to widen. The causeD of imbalances in the world economy and in trade have not been

remedied. Averag~ annual rates of real growth in the developing countries fell

The President returned to the Chair.
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from 5.5 per cent in the 1970s to less than 3 par cent in the 1980s. Terms of

trade for most of those countries have deteriorated as a result of a fall in the

prices of the basic commodities that are the mainstays of their exports. At the

same time, many developing countries are SUffering from problems of indebtedness,

the burden of which continues to weigh heavily OD their economies. In 1908 alone

they lost some $50 billion in debt servicing and interest payments.
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The regrettable events in the Gulf have demonstrated that whenever complex
political issues arise in the international arena the economic difficulties of the
developing countries tend to be aggravated. There is a pressing need for the
international community, and particularly the industrially advanced countries, to
adopt positive initiatives - such as the Brady initiative - and to enact other
measures in keeping with the scale of the problem until such time as the developing
countries can reverse the net flow of financial resources and thereby establish the
basis required for their development and the realization of real growth.

The deliberations of the special session of the General Assembly devoted to
international economic co-operation and, in particular, to the revitalization of
the economic growth and development of the developing countries, which was held
here last April, as well aa the deliberations of the Second United Nations
Conference on Least Developed Countries held at Paris in recent days have made it
clear that the prevailing political climate might be most propitious for making a
start on the elaboration of an international development strategy for the fourth
United Nations Development Decade, one that would take into account, inter al~A,

the adoption of a new trade mechanism to help enhance the opportunities of access
of exports from developing countries to the markets of industrially advanced
countries.

The United Nations and its institutions have made important achievements and,
as a consequence, the confidence of the international community in the role of the
Organization and its satisfaction with the performcnce of that role has increased.
The United Nations will remain the indispensable refuge of all States, a refuge to
which, guided by the purposes and principles of the Organization and protected by

its Charter in the maintenance of peace and security, they may have racourae to
review their problems and differences and ~o-ordinate their efforts fur a better..
future.
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ADDRESS BY MR. JAB SYSE, PRIME MINIsrER OF rHE KINGDOM OF NORWAY

The PRESIDBNt: The Assembly will now hea~ an address by the Prime

Minister of the Kingdom of Norway.

Mr. Jan Syse, Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Norway. was escorted to the

rostrum.

The PRESIDENT: I have great pleasure in welcoming the Prime Minister of

the Kingdom of Norway, His Excellency Mr. Jan Syse. I invite him to ~adress the

General Assembly.

Mr. SYSE (Norway): It is indeed a pleasure to congratulate you,

Mr. President, on your election to your high office at such an important period in

the history of the Organization.

As we proceed into the last decade of the millenium the recognition of one

fundamental fact will penetrate and influence all spheres of human life: distance,

measured in kilometres or miles, hos lost its importance. The world is one. rhe

challenges of our time require concerted policies and common action.

The instruments with which to formulate such policies and to implement such

action are emerging. But the expanding rift between riCh and poor contradicts the

growing interdependence of our global community. Modern technology is bringing us

closer year by year, but in living conditions we are drifting apart. The

concluding years of this century must be marked by decisive action to create the

instruments we need and to reve~se negative trends.

There is one fundamental prg-condition for progress: we must proceed on the

basis of respect for human rights and international law. Therefore, we must

condemn Iraq's brutal attack on and occupation of Kuwait. Iraq's aggression is

unaccept~ble. And it is more: it is a threat to our civilization and to the

stability of all of us.
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The Iraqi leadership bears the sole and complete responsibility for the
dramatic situation that has been created. We must insist that l~w, and not brute
power, prevail in international relations. There is no alternative. Iraq must
withdraw from Kuwait. The legitimate Government of Kuwait must be restored. All
hostages and foreigners must be allowed to leave Kuwait and Iraq. We support the
resolute words of Presidents Bush and Gorbachev:

"Nothing short of the complete implementation of the United Nations Security

Council resolutions is acceptable."

Norway is participating fully in the international effort to implement the
United NatioDs sanctions effectively. We shall continue to do so until justice has
been restored. That will require firmness and patience from all of us. It will
require a sharing of responsibilities to ensure the efficient implementation of the
embargo, to alleviate the enormous human sUffering and to reduce the economic
difficulties that - for many countries - have been added to already pressing
problems.

At its forty-fifth session, the General Assembly must and will assume its
responsibility for the achievement of a peaceful solution in accordance with the
resolutions of the Security Council. The No~e9ian Government gives its support to
the efforts of the Security Council, as W9 supported its decision on Tuesday to
ensure an effective air embargo. At this crucial hour the world must stand
united. United we stand; divided we fall. So we must use every opportunity to
press for a peaceful solution on the basis of the Security Council resolutions. We
cannot negotiate about fundamental principles of international law on which a
peaceful world order must be built. On the day we agree to negotiate about such
principles we shall all have lost.

__••-----.....'-.-...-a..-------
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If we fail. we shall all be responsible for the consequences. We shall all
l have to face them. not only in this particular conflict but in terms of a more"

fragile world. With the cold war behind us we have an unprecedented chance to
build a new and more co-operative world order. By whatever we now choose to do we
shall send important signals that will shape our future. If we stand firm. other
aggressors will hesitate. If we yield. the threshold for new acts of aggression
will be lowered.

The decisiveness of the Security Council represents a turning point in the
history of the United Nations. demonstrating the will of the world community to
revive the principles of collective security. The United Nations has been brought
closer to what was originally envisaged in the Charter. That is an encouraging
development. 'but the progress we have made is fragile. If we stay the course in
this present conflict. then we shall have taken a giant and decisive leap forward.

We must also look beyond the present crises. The United Nations needs a
stronger capacity to intervene. We need a thorough discussion on how to refine and
develop the ability of the United Nations to secure intornational peace and
stability. A number of issues will be addressed. We must further enhance the role
of the Security Council; we must create more efficient United Nations mechanisms.
and not only for solving but for preventing conflicts; we must make maximum use of
the good offices of the Secretary-General.

Allow me in this connection to express the admiration of my Government for the
tireless efforts the Sec~etary-Generalhas undertaken in a number of conflict
areas. Those efforts have contributed greatly to the strengthening of the role and
prestige of the United Nations.
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Norway is among the traditional contributors of troops to peace-keeping

operations. The potential of these operations, combined with diplomatic

peace-making efforts and preventive diplomacy, must be further developed. We must

also look more closely at the possibility of deploying the blue helmets in support

of humanitarian relief operations in war-torn areas. A group of ezperts of the

Nordic countries will now meet to examine ways to strengthen the peace-making role

of the United Nations. Furthermore, the Soviet proposal for a standing

international military force under United Nations control to deter future acts .of

aggression is also a valuable contribution to this debate.

Maintaining a broadly based consensus within the Security Council is, of

course, a fundamental prerequisite for success. In its deliberations on the

Iraq-Kuwait conflict, the Security Council has succeeded eminently in forging the

necessary consensus and solidarity. The new era of co-operation between the United

States and the Soviet Union has given the Organization new strength. To build this

new climate ~f trust has required boldness and political courage by the leaders of

both countries. Their efforts have our strong support.

The possibilities of the United Nations to play a truly constructive role in

world affairs have increased. But the necessary financial foundation is still

lacki.nq. In his annual report, the Secretary-General points to the glaring gap

between the expectations now placed in the United Nations and the res .'lrces put at

its disposal. I urge those countries which are in arrears to the United Nations

and to the special accounts for peace-keeping operations to pay their debt in full

8S soon as possible.

The process which led to independence for Namibia is among the most

outstanding successes of the United Nations. I am indeed pleased to see Namibia

finally taking its rightful place in this Hall.
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In the rest of southern Africa we have also witnessed historic developments

during the past year. We welcome the political process that has been set in motion

by the South African Government and by the African National Congress (ARC). The

agreement of 6 August is a milestone on the road towards a new democratic and

non-racial South Africa.

President De Xlerk and Nelson Mandela are displaying re~arkable courage and

foresight. The road on which they have embarked is difficult. But they must

persevere. They must. succeed in their search for a peaceful transition from

apartheid to democracy. As soon as such profound and irreversible changes have

taken place, we will respond positi,'ely and quickly and remove the international

pressure, including existing sanctions.

Recent developments in Cambo~ia also give reason for hope. We welcome the

establishment of a Supreme National Council and the agreement on a transitional

arrangement until free and fair elections can be held. The agreements ~eached

envisage an unprecedented role for the United Nations in this transitional period.

This is imperative. The Cambodian people needs concrete guarantees that the

inhuman policies of the Khmer Rouge will not again engulf Cambodia in suffering and

tragedy.

The Iraqi aggression against Kuwait has completely overshadowed and harmed the

efforts to achieve a solution to the Arab-I=raeli conflict and the Palestinian

question. It is now essential to bring about an Israeli-Palestinian dialogue and

to arrive at a just, comprehen~ive and lasting solution to this conflict.

The winds of revolutionary change have swept over Eastern Europe. At last,

these countries and their citi~ens are free to decide on their own future. The

continent is moving from the post-war era of containment to an era of

co-operation. What has been achieved in an amazingly short time by the emerging
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democracies of Central and Eastern Europe deserves our admiration and respect. So

does the foresight of the Soviet leaders who decided to stand aside and enable the

peoples of the region to realize their yearning for f~eedom and democracy.

The process of German unification has been carried out with tremendous

political courage and in full respect for the legitimate interests of others. We

congratulate the two Governments and the German people on this historic

achievement. Chancellor Kohl - and Foreign Minister Genscher in his statement

yesterday - have emphasized their determination to build a European Germany and not

a German Europe. We wish them success in this endeavour.

Hence, Europe is becoming whole and free. Through the Conference on Security

and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) and on the basis of institutions such as the

North ~tlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), the European Community, the European

Free Trade Association (EFTA) and the Council of Europe, the nations of the

continent are creating new structures of co-operation. The CSCE is uniquely suited

to play a leading role in that endeavour. It must be transformed from a political

process to an institutional framework.

The new era in East-West relations has created historic opportunities for

disarmament and arms control. Prospects of an early treaty arising from the

strategic arms reduction talks (START) providing for deep reductions in United

States and Soviet strateqic nuclear arms are promising. In Vienna, an agreement on

conventional forces in Europe is within reach.

The historic changes in Europe tell us to be ambitious also in attacking the

global issues, such as the elimination of chemical weapons and the prevention of

nuclear proliferation.

The Gulf conflict demonstrates the urgency of putting the achievement of a

global chemical weapons ban at the very top of our agen~a. The chemical weapons

threat must be eradicated once and for all. Intensified efforts are required.
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In the field of nuclear non-proliferation, progress has already been achieved

in the domain of nuclear-arms control. Article VI of the Non-Proliferation Treaty

is being implemented. This should now pave the way for renewed efforts to prevent

the emergenc& of additional nuclear-weapon States. A comprehensive test-ban tre~ty

will, in our opinion, be an essential element in this respect.

In Europe, we have overcome the division of the continent. Political,

economic and human resources, which for decades were absorbed in an unproductive

East-West stalemate, can now be released for new and creative efforts. There will

still be numerous problems to solve. But Europe cannot and will not become more

occupied with its own affairs and less with its global responsibilities. On the

contrary, the new Europe which is now emerging will have an even greater

responsibility for meeting the global challenges than a divided continent could

ever assume.

The creation of democratic and pluralistic societies has always been an

important objective in the development policy of my country. The world-wide

discussion which has emerged on iS3ues of democ~acy, freedom of opinion,

participation in decision-making, political pluralism and free elections is

~emarkabale. It reflects the growing recognition of one basic fact: that in the

long run, no government will retain its legitimacy unless it is a government by the

people and for the people.

In several developing countries one-party systems are being questioned. I

urge those countries to take the step from reflection to action by implementing

rapid political and legal reforms. Initiatives in this direction will be given

moral, political and economic support.

Democracy, human rights and sustainable development are inseparable. This has

become inereasingly evident. Economic efficiency and equitable distribution cannot

be achiev~d if the rights and the potential of the individual are neglected.
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Norway will attach increasing importance to the dialogue with our development

partners on issues of democratic development, respect for human rights and popular

participation in the development process. Decisive steps towards democracy and

respect for human rights are the best guarantee for continued and broad popular

suppo~t in the industrialized countries for development eo-operation. Lack of

progress could, on the other hand, negatively affect the willingness of donors to

provide resources and support.

We all gain from a more comprehensive dialogue on these crucial issues. Let

us always keep in mind that the building of democracy is a never-ending p~ocess.

The final stone is never put in place.

The changes in East-West relations have also been accompanied by a narrowing

of ideological differences in the economic field. Market-oriented poli.cies have

conquered the world. But the market is no end in itself. It is merely a means -

the best means found so far - to achieve the most efficient allocation of

productive resources. Helmut Schmidt once said: "Markets are like parachutes -

they only function when open." But markets must also be monitored to ensure that

they function effectively. They must be adjusted to achieve social justice. The

German expression ~oziale Marktwirtscha[t - a social market economy - embraces all

these dimensions.

No international economic environment, however positive, will alone be

sufficient to obtain satisfactory results. Sound and efficient policies and

determined efforts by the Government and by the people of each country to carry out

reforms is a prerequisite for growth. This is about to be recognized. It was

clearly visible at the eighteenth special session of the General Assembly, in

April. The work on the new international development strategy for the fourth

United Nations development decade offers an opportunity to go farther in this
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direction. The new Etrategy must emphasize the importance of the human factor in
development. No longer-term economic development is possible without a healthy,
well-educated population; without a population that enjoys full civil and political
rights, and without an environment which can mobilize each individual's potential
and creativity.

Earlier this month agreement was reached on a comprehensive Programme of
Action for the least developed countries. It builds on the fundamental principles
of shared responsibility and on a strengthened partnership for the development of
these countries. The international community cannot allow a further

marginaliz8tion of the least developed countries. It is of fundamental importance
to the success of this progr~e that its many concrete measures be fully
implemented. We would have wished to see more far-reaching coremitments on the part
of the international community - not least with regard to targets for concessional
aid flows. Nevertheless, the new programme will qive fresh impetus to the social
and economic development in the least developed countries.

But the debt proble~ remains acute. New and vigorous efforts to improve the
debt strategy are required. This means increased resource transfers, more

comprehensive debt reductions and more ambitious reform policies. In particular,
the plight of severely indebted low-income countries calls for urgent action. The
Norwegian Government has submitted proposals to Parliament which will provide some
low-income countries debt reductions considerably beyond the Toronto terms of the
Paris Club.

An urgent task in the environmental field is the achievement of more efficient
decision-making procedures. To achieve an accepcablQ level of ecological security
we shall need strengthened supranationel institutions with decision-meking powers
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combined with effective means for supervision. monitoring and control. The United

Nations must b~ the cornerstone of much a system.

In the European and North American context, Norway is advocating that the

Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) must be used to mobilize

Governments in concerted action to combat environmental degradation. It will have

to do so in close co-operation with the United Nations Economic Commission for

Europe (ECE) and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OBCD).

In the Bergen Declaration of May this year. Ministers let a new green agenda

for the 1990s for the ECE region. The decision to base national and internation5l

policies on the precautionary principle is an important achievement. So is the

agree~ent that the industrialized countries should take the lead in solving global

environmental problems. Developing countries must be assisted by the financial

resources and technology transfer enabling them to join the struggle. New ways of

p~oviding such additional resources must be identified.

Solidarity with developing countries through financial assistance must be a

major issue - and result - of the process leading up to the United Nations

Conference on Environment and Development to be held in Braail in 1992. Our common

strategies must aim at integrating environmental concerns into the economic and

social development process in all countries.

I urge the General Assembly to decide at this session - as a matter of the

highest priority - on launching the negotiations on a framework convention of

climate change. Such a convention must be ready for adoption at the

1992 Conference. Climate change is a truly global problem. It concerns all of us.

The world is experiencing a welcome revival of multilateralism. As the idea

of collective management of our present challenges takes bold. we are faced with

the need to strengthen the capabilities of international organizations. That will
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be the c~ucial t ••t. .arrovly d.fin.4 national int.r••t. vill c.rtainly ...rgo as
stuabllag block.. we .uat l.arn to adopt a 10n9-t.~ vi.v for tb. c~n goodl
l.arn to acc.pt aaiority dlcision. of operational significanc. for the .aDag...nt
of the global chall.Dg.S, l.arn to cspr... our national inter.sts in t.~. of fi~

commitaent. to the advaDc...nt of a COaDCD purpo•••

Th. Unit.d Nations vill have to carry a major part of that burden - to build
avar.n••s, to incr.al. our knowl.dgo, to formulate our co.mon policies and to
impl.ment our co.aon action. Tbe Noo.gian GoverDPeDt vill p~rticlpat. fully,
provide it. contribution aDd give its firmest support.

n, PRBSIDBNTs On behalf of the G'Deral Ass.mbly, I wish to thank the
Prime Mlniat.r of the Kingdom of Norway fgr the stat,mont h. bas just mad,.

Mr. JOB Byse. Pr~mt Minister of th~Jingdgm ge Norway. VIS Ilcgrted from tbe
rgstrum.

Mr. SAMARAS (Greece)s At tbe outset I viab to extend my sincere
congratulations to you, Sir, on your unanimous election to tbe presid.ncy of tbe
current sessIon of the General Assembly. We are indeed d.eply satisfied because
the r.pres.ntativ. of e COUDt~y with vbich Gr.ece maintains close relations of
friendship is presiding over the General Assembly, and also because you are veIl
known for YQur great diplomatic skills and experi'Dr.e, qualities that vill
undoubt.dly b. conducive to the success of this forty-fifth s.ssion.

My sincere thanks go, too, to the outqoin9 President, Major-General Garba, for
the excellent vay he carried out his task in guiding the proceedings of the
forty-fourth 8.asion of the General Assembly.

I would be remiss if I did not express my deep appreciation to the

Secr.tary-Genoral for his untiring efforts in setting tbe pace of tb. main United
HatioD~ tasks maintaining world peace and security.

____.-:I--L--------------
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£arll.r thil week, the For.ign M1nllter of Italy. in his capacity as Presid.nt

of tb. Council of the European Communities. delivered a statement OD behalf of its

t¥llve aeaber States. My Government fully subscribes to the views expressed by Mr.

De Mich.lis. However. I would like to stress certain specific points of particular

interest to Gre.ee.

For Europe, the period under review has been one of the most significant since

the em~ of the Second WOrld Har. During the year that elapsed. the foundations for

a better future in Europe vere laid. while the unification of Germany. an event of

great historic importance. is to be realizad in the coming days. Europe is being

ushe~0d well into the twenty-first century. Human rights. the rule of law and

democracy have been established in most of Eastern Europe. Human dignity and

freedom of expression have been placed at the epicentre of politics as never before

in the history of our continent. In normal circumstances. such political changes -

which virtually amount to what could perhaps be called a revolution of the

individual - would have taken several decades to come about.

It is a time for rejoicing. but also for reckoning because. first~ th.se

changes must be consolidated; secondly. these changes towards respect for human

rights and democracy should embrace the whole continent.

With regard to the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE).

in particular. many ideas have emerged. Several of them are even pace-setting. but

all need very careful consideration as to their applicability within the 2uropean

framework. The mQre States respect human rights on their very own initiative. the

less new bureaucratic mechanisms are needed. In the CSeE. one important

achievement in human rights. which reflects Europe"s "new thinking", is the

Copenhagen Document of the Conference nn the Human Dimension of the CSCE, which

indeed sets forth new standards of excellence in the field of human rights.
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As regards the second basket of ~. Relsin~i rinal Act, mention should be made

of the BODD Conference on Economic Co-operation in Europe. Delegations agreed on

the need to establish market-oriented economies throughout Europe, and recognized

the link between private enterprise and pluralistic democracy. Greece considers

this Conference as an important step towards creating a climate of mutual trust,

peace and security in our continent.

Furthermore, we are strongly in favour of convening a conference on security

and co-operation in the Mediterranean, following the example of the CSCE.

Gre6ce, a European country within the Mediterranean, has a strong interest in

the convening of such a conference. It attaches particular importance to the

strengthening of ties between the countries of the region, the easing of teusions

and the eventual settlement of problems in that sensitive area. Tbis can be

achieved only by the participation in the conference and its preparatory meetings

of all Mediterranean countries, as well as those States that have a prevailing

interest in the region. Such a global approach is of paramount importance for a

successful conference on security and co-operation in the Mediterranean. A

case-by-case approach would only obfuscate the problems of the Mediterranean region.

A similar proc9ss, in regional terms, was initiated among the countries of the

Balkan peninsula. In this connection, may I rocall that, since the mid-1970s,

Greece has undertaken a series of important initiatives aimed at the consolidation

of peace a~~ co-operation in the Balkans, on the basis of the principles of the

Helsinki Final Act.

Following the meeting of the siz Balkan foreign ministers in Belgrade two

years ago, several specialized meetings were organized, which resulted in enlarging

the areas of common interest. During 1990, two successful high-level meetings took

place in Athens and in Bucharest, while the s~cond meeting of ministers for foreign
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affairs 11 scheduled to tmke place in Tirana next month. Me hope thst this meeting

will constitute ~ importaDt atep in strengthening multilateral and bilateral

co-operation in the BalkaD poninsu1a.

Mith regard to neighbouring Turkey, Greece is determined to conduct a serious

and sincer. dialogue, founded on respect for the Treaty of Lausanne and

international law. This dialogue should aim at overcoming the differences

affecting our bilateral relations and at establishing lasting links of friendly

co-operation. However, o~e should bear in mind that the question of Cyprus affects

the relmtions between Greece and Turkey in the most direct way. Therefof6, it

would not be realistic to expect the d: ogue to proceed in a successful way as

long as a solution to the problem of Cyprus is not found, based on the principles

of the relevant United Nations resolutions and of the high-level agreements of 1977

and 1979.

I believe none of us in this Hall doubts that respect for the United Nations

resolutions is the sbsolute prerequisite in the quest for a just and vi~Dle

solution to regional problems. One of these is the problem of Cyprus which,

however, stands out as a most blatant example of disregard of the relevant United

Nations r~solutions. As a result, the dividing-lines imposed by force in the

island republic 16 years ago still exist at a time when the walls that senarate

people have crumbled throughout the European continent. Just three days agu, in

toasting the heads of State a~d government attending this Assembly, the

Secretary-General of the United Nations stressed that the Security Council ha~,

regarding Kuwait,

"given emphatic expression to the principle that invasion of one State by

another is not to be permitted or countenanced, and that the acquisition of

territory by force is ilia$nissible".

What is valid for Kuwait is equally valid for Cyprus.
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Ther. 18 no ne"d to r.peat the weU-kllow facta about the consequlllc.1I of the

iDvallio~ of Cypru.. Th. 200,000 r.fug.e., the ai.sin9 persons, the plight of the

Greek Cypriot. who al" beamed in, the continuiag coloni.ation of the occupied

territories ADd the looting and de.tructlon of the cultural heritage in the

occupied part of the i.land are fact. know to all.

Since tb. lallt 1I.8l1ion of the General Alls.mbly, the Secr.tary-Gen.ral

continued to .trive for a solution of the Cyprus problem within the fr work of

his mission of good office3, but to no avail, owing to the intran.ig.nce of

Mr. Denktash. Thus, the latest attempt to br.athe D'W life iato the intercommuaal

talks ended in total collapse.

The case was aet out clearly in the Secretary-G.narcl·s report of

8 March 1990. In this document (S/21l83), it is stated t~at Mr. Denktash·s

insistenc&> that the term ··communities·· be used in a manner that Is synonymous with

the term ··peoples", each having a .eparate right to "self-determination··, created

an impasse of a substantive kind, which raised questions regar~iD9 the essence of

the S.cretary-Ge~eral·smandate of good offices. The Security Council, to which

the Secretary-Genoral turned for guidance, I~ejected this attempt to change the

basis of the talks. The impasse, however, has persisted, owing again to Mr.

Denktash·s unwillingness to renounce his intransigent views. In fact, it has even

deepened further, as a result of various provocative actions taken by the Turkish

authorities.

Thus, last July, the Turkish forces of oc~upation handed over the control of

Varosha, the new town of Famagusta,. to the so-called Turkish-Cypriot security

forces, a d9veloFment which could lead to an eventual settlement of the area by

people other than its inhabitants. In view of this, the President of the Security

Council again felt compelled, in his statement of 19 July$ to voice the concern of

the members of the Council over eny action which contravenes paragraph 5 of
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r••olutlon 550 (108t). Tb1. paragraph It.t•• clearly that the S.curlty Couacl1

Hconai45rs att.-pte to .ettle any part of Varosha by people ether tbaa ite

lDhabltut. MS lDadlll••ib1e and eaU. for the traufer of tblw a,..a to the

.a.lalatratloD of the United ••tlonsH•

•
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ID .plte of the general outClY provoked by thi. ItCt10D, 'lurkey V('I"1t on to sign
a p••udo-agr..-ant wlth a p••udc-State provlding for an abolition of passport
requlr...~ta aDd fOr a cuatoa. union between Turkey and tho.. parts of the Republic
of Cfprua .tlll occupie4 by 'lurklab ~ilitarr force.. Apart frcm the obvious
dl.regar4 of tbe wl11 of the internatioD.l c~ity deDOn.trat.d by this move,
this .0-~al1.d agr....nt cl.ar1y contrav.n.. the provisions of the ASKociation
Agr....nt bet.... the Buropean Co_unity and Cyprus as we11 as the ones hetween the
lurope_ Ca-auDity and Turkey.

Gr••c., OD it. part, vl11 continue to give its full support, in close
co-operation with tbe GoverDMent of the lepub1ic of Cypru., to the
&ecr.tary-General'••i ••ion of good office.. In the belief that the continuing
.11itarr occupation of a part of the t.rritory o~ a sovereign State Member of this
Organl••tlon conatitut•• a perBen8nt threat to peace and security in that sensitive
ar•• of the ea.t.rD Madit.rraaean, ~ country calls for the implementation, without
_I' furth.r d.lay, of all United Ratioras resolutions relating to Cyprus, which
clearly alao provide for the withdrawal of all 'lurkish troops. Greece appeals to
all Stat.s ~uber. of the United Rations to shov the same sensitivity towards
Cyprus a. the one d.-oDatrated towards Kuwait. In fact, action taken recently by
th. United _atlons in the Gulf crl.is does not exhaust the abillty of the
Organi.atloD to r••o1ve cria.. arising fro. invaaion and military cccupatioD of a
third country. the r~ru. prob1e. remaiDs atil1 opaD aDd calls for its urgent
a.ttl.Mllt. Otherwise we have to ask our••lvesl fOl' how lODg can we accept
att.mpts to relegate to oblivion the shame of the invasioD? For how long ~an we
preach social goodness aDd pr&ctise political obfu8c~tion? For bow long can t'e

substitute in.rtia for action?

During pa.t y.ars, efforts 1eadillCJ to Iluclear, conventional and chemical
dl.a~nt bave attailled unprecedeDtad progress•

•a__--'--------------"---

.,
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Following the Treaty on tha Elimination of Intermediate-range and

Shorter-rang, Missiles, wo are no~ looking forward to further progress on the

conclusion of agreements on strategic D~~lear armamants and chemical weapons

between the United States and the Sc~iet Union. Greece attaches the ~tnost

importance tc both these goals.

Greece, 8S one of the firBt parties to the Treaty OD the Non-Prollfera~lonof

Nuclear W~apons, has been firmly attached to the provisions of the Treaty and

supported the strengthening of the non-proliferation regi~.e We reiterate the

appeal to States which are not yet partile to it to adhere rapidly to that Treaty,

since adherence to it by all Stat~. vill constitute an additional guarante6 for

international peace and security~

The COD~erence on Security and Co-operation in Burope contezt remains indeed

tha most efficiGnt negotiating framework for conventional disarmament. We

earnestly hope that the nezt summit meeting of that Conference in Paris will take

note of the signing of the agreement OD conventional armed forces in Europe and of

the results achieved in the neqotiatlons On confidence and security-building

measures. Thus the way will be paved for new conventional arms control

negotiations with a view to the strengthening ef security and stability in Buro~

by eliminating the capacity for surprise attack and large-scale offensive action

and establishing a stable and securo balance of conventional armed forces,

inclUding conventional armaments, at lower levels. If this goal is achieved, the

risks of political and military confrontation on our continent will be

significantly reduced.

Last year, from this very podium, we added our voice to those who expressed

optimism for the ~approchemeDt between Bast and West. Yet our hopea that all

disputes between States could be settled by peaceful means as provided for in the

United Nations Charter have not come true. New setbacks occurred, and the world
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.1tuatioD i. far fra. satisfactory. The ~.cen~ tragic events in the Gulf region

have dashed our high expectations ud are jeopardizJ.ng our connon efforts toyerds

creating a ne. cliaate for international reletions. Such act~, which contravene

the l.tter aDd .pirit of the United Nations Charter and international legality as

well .s internatlonal nore1ity, cannot but be categorically condemned.

Greece, aloDq with ita BU~~~aD Community partners, expressed from the very

outset it. unroaarvad condemnation of the invasion and called for the immediate and

unconditional withdrawal of the Iraqi forces frOll the territory of Kuwait. My

country, fi~ly e~itted to ~h. id••1a and principles of the United Nations

Charter, ha. re'ecta4 outright the annezatlon of Kuwait. My GoverDllent fully

en40r••• all the Me.sur•• taken for the r.storation of legality iD Kuwait and the

lDple..ntation of tha relevant resolutionm of the Security Council. Let me once

again underline that, if previous resolutions of the Security Council had been

enforced, ••pecially in ca.es of invasion, we might not have witnossed the present

tragic situation in the Gulf area. Such an enforceaent might have a~ted as a

deterrent for any would-ha a~ressor.

It i. in thi. spirit that ~ Goveroment has spared no effort in providing its

own contribution for the sol~tion of the crlsis, for the release of foreign

citi••ns illegally held by the Iraqi authorities, among which also are many Greek

citls8ns, and eventually for the re-establishment of peace and security in the area.

Mere particularly, Greece has decided to accept the request made by Kuwait and

Saudi Arabia and thus participate in the multinational force, through the Frigate

LlmD0I. This deciaion was motivated by our country's attachment to freedom, to

peace and to respect for the principles of the sovereignty, independence and

territorial integrity of all nations. This is all the more pertinent in the c&se

of small, weak nations, for which international solidarity and collectiv~ defence

are of the utmost impartance.
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Referring DOW to the Palestinian problem, the peace process remains in a

stalemate. Our lOfig-standiDg position is that a just, comprehensive and permanent

solution to it can be achieved by the convening of an international peacl

confer.nce with the participation of the five permanlnt members of the Security

Council and ~I parties directly involved, includlnq, of course, the Palesti~ian

peopl., r.pres.nted by the Palestine Liberation Organization. However, the peace

process ia currently blocked, owing to the persistence of Israel in creating new

flit' aqccmpli., namely, by creating settlements in territories occupied since 1967.

Linked by traditional ties of friendship and co-operation with the countries

and peoples of the area~ Greece attach.s partiCUlar importance to the resolution of

this probl.m. The r.cent upgrading of our diplomatic r.lations with Israel, while

not .ntailing a change ln our Middle East policy, offers us gr.ater possibilities

of participating in efforts to resolve this long-standing probl.m.

In Lebanon, the Taif agreement, the objective of which waB to restore Lebanese

institutlo~s shaken by war, gave ris. to hopes for a peac.ful settlement. In this

regard, the .lection of a cew President, as vell as the formation of a Government,

have be.D the first encouraging steps for the implementation of this national

reconciliation agreement. W, earnestly hope that the process v11l contin~e.

My Government welcomes the strengthening of democracy in Latin America, with

the countries of which we share many cultural and historical ties, and the

significant steps along the path of reconciliation in the area. At the same time,

we feel conc.rn over the acute socio-economic problems the region fac.s. We

believe that the process of r.gional integration could open new prospects for the

Latin American countries in the course of this decade.
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The situation in .outho~n Africa has al~aY5 been followed with special
attention by my country. Events have taken place over the past 12 months that give!
~~ strong feelings of hope that a new climate of peace and progreBs will soon
prevail in that region.

First of all, the people of Namibia have achieve~ their vell-deserved
independence and their country ha. become a full member of the international
co_unity. Thi. i •• ma'or developrMnt, which marks the beqinn!.DCJ of a ne. era in
southern Africa.

Tbe recent developments in South Africa have also iDcreaae~ the prospects for
the elimination of the abhorrent system of Aeartheid and it. r~placement by a new,
united, non-racial and democratic South African society. We have welcomed the
positive step. taken by President de Klerk since his election in September 1989, in
particular the release of Mr. Nelson Mandela and other political prisoners, the
~'emoval of the ban OD the AfdcaD National Congress of South Africa (UC) and other
political organizations, the lifting of tbe ste~. of emergency - ezcept for Natal
Province - and the partial repeal of the Q2artbeid legislation. Furthermore, the
outcome of the Pretoria meetings in August has amply demonstrated a atatesmanlike
determination by the two sides to remove the remaining obstacles to engaging in
substantial negotiations for a new constitutional order in South Africa. The
decision of the AfricaD National CODgress to suspend the armed struggle deserves
our special praiae.

Let me now turn to the sphere of international economics. To cope with the
world of traDsition, where" more than ever before, economic problems occupy a
central place on the world political agenda, a greater degree of collaboration in
international affairs aDd a wider vision are necessary.

The integration of the world economy h~s made imperative the shaping of new
policies to respond to the increasing degree of interdependenc~ of national
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economies. Such new policies should take into serious consideration the ongoing

changes in Central and Eastern Europe so that the decisions to be made on economic

issues could satisfy the demands and help solve the problems of the countries in

the region.

The recent adoptioD by consensus of a universal declaration on international

economic co-operation - with the active participation of Greece - has set in motion

a process of change challenging the past models and ideas about development, which

were oversimplified, and introducing more pragmatic approaches to economic and

social issues.

Moreover, international economic co-operation is considered essential for the

elimination of trade obstacles, for increased market efficiency, for ths

encouragement of respective national economic possibilities, and for the prevention

of distortions in trad~ flow as well &s in transfers of technology and financial

resources. International economic co-operation should also take account of the

inequalities witnessed in the economic development of the various countries, their

respective national policies and the international economic environment.

The problems oi many heavily indebted countries are a cause of grave concern

and can become, in the long term, a threat to political stability. The debt

problem is complex. An equitable and mutually Agreed solution can be reached only

by an approach based on development, within the framework of an integrated,

growth-oriented strategy that takes account of the particular circumstances of each

country.

In view of past experience Hith debt and development problems, a successful

debt strategy should be directed towards achieving the following combined measures:

voluntary debt reduction by commercial banks, serious adjustment efforts by debtor

countries, and changes in the tu and regulator,Y regimes of industrial countries.
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Nevertheless, real prQgresn can be achieved only if Governments are prepared to

support economic stabilization b~ taking the appropriate measures to adjust their

own .conomies to prevailing market conditions.

Another serlous problem, of international concern, is that of poverty. To

cope with this problem courageous measure. are needed at both the national and the

international levels. At the national level, a solution cannot be achieved merely

by increasing social ezpenditure. What ia neoded ls an increase in real gross

national product. To that end an appropriate institutional framework ahould be

created in order to attract foreign capital and promote private investment. At the

internetio~al level, an Incre~se in bilateral and multilateral aid to prevent

famine ~4 human SUffering is a 80cial must for our world.

In the past few years the problem of the environment has come to the fore; at

present it constitute. a major int.rnatio~al con~.rn. Our community ought to

develop an effective environmental policy which wou14 Dot place obstacles in the

path of thQ establishment of the appropriate industrial infrastructure while at the

same time achieving the overall development goals of each country. Greece attaches

the utmost importance to the 1992 United Nations Conference, which, we believe,

will adopt an environmental strategy based on that particular concept of

sustainable development wh!le at the same time ensuring the transfer of a

technology compatible with the environmental projection targets set by national

ecoDomic policies.

The dramatic increane in drug abuse and in the illicit production of and

trafficking in narcotics constitutes the most serious social issue confronting the

international community. The problem facing us today is not confined to the

framework of drugs or money laundering. Rather, it is linked with violence and, in

particular, with terrorism and the il18981 arms trade.
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Greece is actively engaged in the fight against arugs and is currently

considering the adoption of nlw legislation ~d policies to tackle the proble~

successfully, Tbe developae~t of economic and trade relations between the European

countries and the Middle Baat has resulted iD an increased importance of the Balkan

route for drug trafficking. In order to de.l with the related proble..s ~ven IIOre

effectively, Greece is co-operating, in tbe Buropean Communities, the Balkans end

Central Burope, with the countries concerned with a view to reaching agre••nt on

practical measures.

National measure. alone CaDDot contain thi. threat. Only concerted

international action can deal effectively with ~e drug problsm in all its

aspects. In this respect we cOlIIHnd thtt work of the United Nations and, in

particular, the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control, which provides valuable

assistance to countri.s that. Deed it most. !'le wel«;:ome also the adoption at the

seventeenth special sessioa of the General Assembly, on drug8, of the Political

Declaration and Global Prog!'amme of Action, which, we hope, "Ul be illple.nted by

all Member States, thus establishing the D.ceesar~ framework for the struggle

against drugs.

Following the Bast-We~t rapprochement and the f&vourablt conditions in

internationcl relatioDs that have _lII8rged therefrom, we beUeve the moment has come

to reinforce and cODsoli4ate aone institutions of international lew, especially

those referring to the peecaful settlement of disputes and the juriadiction of the

International Court of Justice.

My Government has al~ay. attached great importance to the obligation of the

peaceful settlement of disputes and h~s always contributed p~.itively to all

efforts aimed at strengthening that obligation. It did so partiCUlarly when the

Manila Declaration OD Peaceful Settlttment of Disputes wao ~!ng drawn up. Naw V9
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hope that the ..eting of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe

(CSCB) on this particular queDtion, to be held in Valetta in early 1991 under

pro-ieiD; conditions, vill 9ive nev impetus to all efforts undertaken in this

regard.

~ a180 attach great ~rtance to the eDhance~nt of the role of the

International Court of Justice 80 that it CaD develop into a central factor for the

peaceful .ettlau.nt of internationsl dispute••

Aa far .s tho Docado of International Law ls concerned, my Government is

stroDgly in fav~ur of the r.levant process and fi~ly believe. that no efforts

should be spared to thi. eDd. Tbe idea which must be at the heart of all our

efforte la the primacy of intftrnational law. It i. indeed unacceptable for the

Inte~national c~UDity to put up vith th6 flagrant violation of 'UI cogens

prln:iples onshrined in the Charter and to watch resolution. of the supreme organ

of the UDite4 Rations beiDg d5liberately discarded and set a.ide.
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In concluding, I wish to underline once again the pro-eminent ro10 which we

feel the United NatioDs is called to play at the present juncture in intarnational

affairs. My Government considers that our Organization has a crucial mission t~

accomplish, one which relates, not only to the maintenance of world peace and

security, but also to tile eradication of poverty and the protection of human

dignity.

In the view ef my Government, the present crisis in international relations

can be overcome only if we intensify our co-operation and direct our efforts

towards implementing and reactivating all the provisions of the Charter, in

particular those which have remained a dead letter so far. We believe that

fruitful results will be reached thereby and that the authority and prestige of the

United Nations will be thus enhancftd, especially in the eyes of the younger

generations of this world.

In the very next days, the World Summit for Children will be held in this

building, in this very Hall. Let us avail ourselves of this opportunity to

consider our responsibilities towards these young generations and pledge 01~r best

efforts to help create a better world for them, a world free of poverty, free of

hatred, free of strife.

Mr. HAECHA (Comoros) (interpretation from French): Sir, it is with great

pleasure that I convey to you, an islander like ourselves, the warm cOD9ratulation~

of the people and Government of the Islamic Federal Republic of the Comoros upon

your olection as President of the General Assembly at its forty-fifth session. We

are confident that your outstanding diplomatic qualities will ensure the full

success of our work. I should also like to convey our gratitude to

Mr. Joseph Garba for the competent maDner in which he carried out his tasks at our

last session.*

* Mr. Mavrommatis (Cyprus), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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I shoul~ like also to pay a very sincere tribute to the Secretary-General,
Mr. Javier Per6z de Cuellar, for his patient efforts, courage and perseverance in
the service of peace, which is the principal objective of our Organization. His
sens~ of responsibility, his accessibility and his tireless will to work for th&
proqress of mankind and for greater solidarity in the international community are
qualities that deserve our gratitude.

If the credibility of the actions of tbe various organs of the United Nations
and the confi~ence of the international community have greatly increased during
these last months, our task, none the less, remains immenQe. The reduction of
tension between the super-Powers, the end of the confrontation of blocs and of the
Ealt-K~st antagonism had offered the hope that solutions would be found to the
conflicts in the world. The collapse of the Berlin Wall, a symbol of the cold war,
the rebirth of democracy in Eastern Europe and the beginning of multiparty systems
in Africa had given us hope for a better future. Unfortunately, the onslaught of
Iraq in the Gul! on 2 August has put a halt to the euphoria that existed in the
international community. Today, there is indignation and we deeply grieve over
Iraq's invasion of the State of Kuwait. The negation of the existence of a
sovereign State, its occu~ation and the encroachment upon its territorial integrity
are flagrant violations of international la~. They are acts that run counter to
the fundamental principles of the Charter of our Organization.

Concerned for the preservation of peace in that part of the world, which has
80 often been the scene of fratricidal wars, the Government of the Islamic Federal
Republic of the Comoros, at the Islamic Conference in Cairo, which occurrod two
days after the onslaught by the armed forces of Iraq, was one of the first
Governments to condemn the invasion of Kuwait.

Our country approves the courageous resolutions adopted unanimously by the
Security Council. Only the unconditional withdrawal of Iraqi troops from Kuwait
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ADd the recovery by Kuwait of ita sov.reignty and tarritorlal integrity will open

the way to a peac.ful solution. It is for that r.a80n that h.re.. on behalf of the

Gover!Ullent and p.opl. of the Comoros .. in the name of tho principl.s of Islam and

broth.rhuod.. I solemnly app.al to our Iraqi broth.rs to withdraw th.ir forc.s from

Kuwait and bring about the settlement of the conflict by peac.ful meus ..

Th. 8tormy vin4s that are blowing at this time hav... in any ca.... brought

about the strengthening of the role of the Unit.d Hatlon~ aud the finftl settl.ment

of eight years of war between Iran and Iraq, For the first tia. in its history..

the Security Council has managed to carry out its rosponsibl1ity with the unanimous

agr.ement of its five permanent members. That la an eztr.mely .ncouraging .v.nt..

on. which gr.atly .nhanc.s the credibility of the United Nations. For small

countries such as ours.. which do not have amiies capable of preventing Iggre8s10n

against U8.. the decisive measures adopt.d by the Security Council are mor. than

merely reassuring.
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The Cout' ,l, OD behalf of the international community as a whole, has reacted

clearly and unambiguously to an. unjustified act of aggression against a Member

~tate. In this new context the delegation of the Federal Islamic Republic of the

Comorom can oaly ~xpreps the sincere hope that the cohesion and new 5pirit of

co-operation shown by the five permanent members of the Security Council will

continue. What would happeD if all this was only temporary opportunism and not the

ex~ression of a wrl1-thought-out and lasting will motivated solely by the desire

for the maintenance of the peace and security of tha entire international

community? Let us hope that, on the contrary, our Organization and mankind as a

whole are wit Jssing the @mergence of a new era in which international law will

definitively prevail over force.

Does not this unanimity about the invasion of Kuwait 9ive us, by the same

token, new hope with regard to another conflict with which the Assembly has been

regularly dealing for decades, namely, the Palestinian problem, the problem of

another people expelled by force from its country? We Comorianc are profoundly

concerned by the persistence of the crisis in the Near East. It too is the direct

result of the brutality unjustly suffered by our Palestinian brothers. Our

position OD this question has never varied: we unreservedly support the struggle

for the restoration of their inalienable right to self-determination, independence

and freedom. The international community must no longer accept two sets of weights

and measures: the SUffering of the Palestinian people deserves our full attention,

and the same just severity must be shown in ~egard to Israeli behaviour in the

occupied territories. That is why we reaffirm our adherence to the convening in

the near future of an international peace conference under the auspices of the

United Nations, with the participation of all the parties concerned, including the
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Palestino Liberation Organisation, the sole, legitimate r.~re8entative o~ tbe

Pale6tlnian people.

F~rtUDately, despite these upheavals, aolutir J have been found to certain

painful conflicts - Namibia provides proof of that. In this co~text, OD behalf of

the GoverllUlent and people of the Comoro. I welcome the HUlibian 4ele9ation, which

like that of Liechtenstein, is participating in the General A.sembly for the fi~st

time as the representative of a full-fl~dqed Member State.

The lib5ration of Namibia marks the succe•• of a people's struggle for its

fundamellltal right to .overeignty. This '~'ictory is also a victory for the

Organisation and i. thus our own victory, and I should like to congratulate most

particularly the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Pere. de Cuellar, on the efforts h~

con.tantly exerted during that country's indepeDde~ce proc.... Today free Namibia

is involved in a new struggle which is just as crucial - the struggle against

underdevelopment aDd poverty. Ne hope that the international community vi11 lend

it. support to Namibia in facing this challenge.

How, then, CaD we faU to welcome again here the freeing ,of .01son Mandela and

the lifting of the ban in South Africa OD the liberation MOvements - measures that

are the forerunner. of the dismantling we all desire ~f the hateful and inhuman

apartheid system. Since President De Klerk seeme to be sincere in the eff~rts he

is esertin~ t~ find a peaceful solution to a problem which for more than 40 ye~rs

has aroused criticis. and condemnatio~ of his country, we must give h~

encouragement until apartheid is totally abolished and a multiracial South Af~lcan

society emerges.

Still on the subject of Africa, how can one fall to hope for an end to the

fratricidal st[uq~les which have led to so much bloodshed and h~ve spoiled so many

live.? I ~ thinking here particularly of Liberia. C&mbodia, on which
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negotiations have DOW reached a decisive stage, ~hich ~ are happy to welcome,

certainly provides an example of the settlemsnt of such conflJ.cte.

The Conoros Government is also following with interest the developments on the

Korean question. We hope that the high-level contacts which have taken place

recen~ly between representatives of North Korea and of South Korea will be

reflected in better mutual understanding and will create the necessary conditions

for a peaceful settlement of that problem. In accordance with the principle of

universality, which is one of the fundamental features of the United Nations, we

support the aspiration of the Korean people to become a Member of the United

Nations ~d thereby contribute to the strengthening of international peace,

security and co-operation,

A les8 violent but no less crucial problem has faced us Comorians for more

than 15 years now: the question of Mayotte. We cannot fail to refer to the

problem oi this Comorian island, which indeed will be discussed very soon in the

Assembly. For 15 years now we have been repeatedly and very objectively setting

forth to the Assembly the facts on this territorial dispute which pits Comoroa

against France. Today, I wish to express again the determination of our President,

Said MObamed Djohar, and his coalition Government to spare no effort to bring about

the reintegration of the island of Mayotte into its Comorian family.
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Firmly convinced of th0 justice of the claim to thi~ part of our territory. the

Government and the people of the Camoros are none the less open to all avenues that

might lead to a peaceful settlement through the simple application of international

law.

Is it not unfortunate that the political detente between West and East has not

yet given rise to economic detente between North and South? Indeed. international

economic relations are still very unfair and impose on the weakest ~umerous burdens

that are increasingly unbearable. The hope that the benefits expected from the

growth of wo!}~ economic output would, through the trickle-down effect, benefit the

poorer countries also. has not been realized. Given today's trends. one cannot

rule out the possibility that the situation will continue to deteriorate. In such

circumstances it is all the more urgent ~o establish increased international

economic co-operation. based on the reality of the growing interdep~ndence between

national economies.

It is very important that the developed countries and the poorer countries

mobilize their efforts so as to be able. in a spirit of real solidarity. to find

new solutions. not only to the problem of indebtedness. which ravages the economies

of the third-world countries. but also to all other problems that hinder progress

towards development. It is time to put an end to pious hopes and kind words and

get down to action.

As regards the resurgence of our economies. we should like to be certain that

the specific measures adopted at the last special session of the General Assembly

devoted to international co-operation. and those adopted at the second Paris

Conference on the Least Developed Countries. really will be implemented so that we

may be helped to break out of the vicious circ1e in which we now find ourselves

because of th~ fluctuations in commodity prices. the constant deterioration of
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terms of trade, the strengthening of protectioniam, the general contraction of the
flow of financial reaources to the poor countries, and the burden of debt repayment.

The problem of indebtedness, which emerged in nearly all the poor countries in
the early 1900s, has now spread, and it fuels a persistent crisis, which hinders
expansion, disturbs so~ial order and increasingly threatens the political stability
of poor countries. Despite constant strong efforts at adjustment and rescheduling
operations, the currsnt international finIDcial and monetary system makes it
virtually impossible for the poor countries to deal with this burden. Of course,
specific measures have recently been adopted by certain States and certain
institutions to alleviate the debt of the least developed countries. In this
connection, we express Qur profound gratitude to those States, parti~ularly France,
for the gesture of solidarity that has led to the writing off of Comorian debt.
But is this enough to ensure that the objectives of justice, which all of us claim
to pursue, vill be attained? Is it enough to reverse the violence inflicted cn the
weakest by eztreme poverty? Are nations not yet sufficiently convinced that, once
again, those moat disinherited would be the first victims of today's crisis in the
Gulf? Khat choice, what weapons, will be offered to us so that we may escape?

Ke realize that the improvement of our national economy calls for a greater
opening-up of our country, in spite of the aggravation of the international context
after the emergence of new centres of interest to the rich countries in the
Committee on Aid for Development. For U~ the development of South-South

•

co-operation is becoming a pressing duty c~ that ve may ensure that the effects of
development aid are reinforced. That is Why we have chosen a policy of solidarity
and regional integration as an effective tool of progress. Our entry, in 1986,
into the Indian Ocean Commission demonstrated the importance that the Islamic
Federal Republic of the Comoros attaches to the General Assembly's recommendations
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on the need for the Poor island countries to co-operate on a regional basis in
orde~ to be better able to face their own problems. It ls in th&t spirit that the
Indian Ocean Commission has adopted a strategy that calls. as a matter of priority.
for the strengthening of trade I industrial co-operation. and the ~rovement of
transport and teleconmn.mications. If that objective is to be achieved. the Indian
Ocean Commission needs the help of international financial institutions. We
therefore appeal to the international community as a whole to lend its active
support to our YOUDg institation.

On the how~ front. the Federal Islamic Republic of the ComorOI has b.en
tirelesB in its efforts since the election of President Said MOhammed Djohar last
March. Ever sinee his investiture he has undertaken to work for a democratic.
dyncmie and open society and to struggle against corruption so that the economic
and financial recovery of our country may be undertaken decisively. It is in that
spirit that he entered into a dialogue with people of all political persuasions in
the Comoros with a view to an amendment of our Constitution.

One of the priorities in our development strategy is protection of the
envirownent. As COlI'.oros is a small and overpopUlated country. our survival depends
on protection and OD policies designed to prevent soil erosion. We are therefore
happy to Dote that. having for too many decades ignored all the warning' aigDalll,.,
the industrialized countries have now begun to be seriously concerned about the
environment. For that reason we support fully the proposal for conveniDg the
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Brazil in 1992. in the
hope that a concrete plan of action will be adopted.
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The Earth ia our common heritage. All countries bear the responsibility of
preserving and protecting our environment, and we should never lose sight of the
fact that poverty and environmental degradation are indissolubly linked.

These issues must be dealt with in conformity with the approach taken to the
Gulf crisis; that is, any solution has its basis in solidarity by all parties, with
complete respect for intGrnational law. There is no magic formula: a genuine and
sincere commitment by the whole international community is ne6ded more than ever
before if the goal of peace, freedom and justice for all is to be achieved.

The Comoroe has confidence that our Organization is indeed capable of carrying
out this nobl~ task.

Hr, MALMIERCA PIOLI (Cuba) (interpretation frOM Spanish): Our delegation
is very pleased to see Mr. Guido de Marco presiding over the work of this session
of the General Assembly, at a time of particular importance for the destiny of
humankind. The contribution of Mr. de Marcc'. country within the Non-Aligned
Movement and his proven capabilities and experience signal success in the work we
have taken on. I wish to congratulate him most warmly on behalf of the people and
Government of Cuba, end also on my own behalf.

This is certainly a suitable opportunity for me to express our grateful
appreciation for the work carried out by Major-General Joseph Garba as President
during the last session of the General Assembly.

To the new Member Stetes, Namibia and Liechtenstein, I extend our best wishes
on their joining this great family of nations and, by so doing, making that family
more universal.

The world has changed. Today the international situation is qualitatively
different from what it was a year ago, when we met in this same Hall. The risk of
a nuclear confrontation has diminished, along with the holocaust such a
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confrontation might entail. That is something to be welcomed. Progress is being

made in the negotiations towards nuclear disarmament, negotiations which ought to

be conducted with all States pmrticipatinq within the United NatioDs framework.

The tensions stemming from the so-called East-West confrontation have

practically disappeared, but the peace which now prevails is not the peace for

which we have always fought - real peace for all States, weak and strong, large and

small.. in whatever continent. We say "yes" to pl!lece, but we want it to be a worthy

peace and a peace for all. We say "yes" to detente and co-operation, b1!t ve want

it for everybody, not oaly bet~een East and West but between North and South as

well. We say "yes" to mUltilatGralism and the United Nations, but we df;lmand it for

everybody, large and small, nuclear and non-nuclear Powers, developed end

underdeveloped, rich and poor.

We must not continue advocating detente; peace and development by pole or by

latitude: these are problems of all humankind and hence they cannot be projected

onto a map and then split upo For there to be peace, mere disarmament is not

enough. Without development, there can be nc peace either.

The world has changed, and instead of East-West and North-South contradictions

we now have a world with increasing problems in the South, a world where there are

no signs that the economically developed States are wil11nq to do their duty and

contribute toward@ the tenacious development effort of those peoples that have

suffered centuries of colonial and neocolonial exploitation.

In the Middle East, where there is continuing delay in the convening of an

international pGace conference in which all parties, including the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO) as the legitimate representative of the Palestinian

peopl, would take part on an equal footing, we now see that after the end of the
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Iran-Iraq war and the beginning of a solution to the consequences of that conflict,
a new situation has arisens the occupation and annexation of the State of Kuwait
by Iraq.

Cuba, in keeping with its principled policy, expressed itself in the Security
Council in favour of the adoption of resolution 660 (1990) against the invaaion,
and similarly camo out, in so many words, against the annexation of Kuwait. For
Cuba, strict observanc& of the norms of intornational law is the greatest assurance
that can be given to all nations that international peace and security will really
be maintained in the climate proclaimed by the premises end principles of the
Charter.

W& have 'therefore constantly acted to promote a nego~iated solution and avoid
the outbreak of a var of incalculable scale whose immediate effects would be felt
by all peoples in the region, and which would also have serious economic effects
for all developin9 countries in general, qi\'OD the importance of oil in the world
economy. President Fidel Castro has contacted the Heads of State of the Arab
countries, the President of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries ~d other Heads
of Government, and has given instructions fer various steps to be taken within the
Security Council itself.

It is not possible, however, to disregard the fact that the United States is
making use of this crisis to achieve, in its supposed role as planetary policeman,
its old ambition to establish itself militarily in the Gulf area and to be able to
do whatever it likes with the oil wealth of the region, which is of strategic
economic importance for the whole world.
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The coneentration of United St&tes naval forces and those of Western countries

in that region is enormous. They seek to fulfil a military role that no one has

assigned them with regard to an effective blockede of Iraq. At; a result, thero is

the more disturbing possibility that hostilities might break cut by accident or by

premeditated provocation, given Dot only the existence of nuclear-powered vessels,

but also the reported presence of nuclear payloads in some of those vessels, a fact

that certainly serves to exacerbate the crisis.

The announcement by highly placed officials of the United States

administration that such a military presence could be kept on for some time and

that the sole effective means to get the Iraqi troops to leave Kuwait is to use

military force, demands a reaction OD the part of the international community,

which cannot remain silent and mu~t reject such notions. Cuba abstained in the

vote on Security Council resolution 665 (1990) because we felt that its provisions

would be tantamount to spreading e cloak of legality over the acts of blatant

piracy that the United States navy had been carrying out in the Gulf, anc over the

adoption of measures not provided for in Article 41 of the Charter, which was the

basis for the embargo against Iraq. Therefore, we do no~ accept the

self-proclaimed role of policeman that the United States has assumed, nor the

pressures it has been applying to prevent the sending of food and meaicines to the

civilian populations of Iraq and Kuwait, despite the provisions of Security Council

resolution 661 (1990).

We are surprised that the United States, which spent a number of years

flattening Viet Nam, bullied tiny Grenada, and most recently sent.its elite troops

to invade Panama - among other similar actions in its long history of

interventionimm - should now pose as a champion of international peace and

security. But we are ~ven more surprised that those who have repeatedly opposed
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the application of sanctions by the Security COWllC!l against Israel for its

repeated acts of a99ression and its occupatioD of Arab and Palestiaian territories,

should now come forward ae the principal advocates of those measures. Cuba rejects

the haste that has been se evident in tbe preparation and adoption of new

resolutions, which only ad4 to the ris~ of a conflcgration and are clearly

incompatible with the suppo.ed desire to exhaust political and diplomatic means.

Ho State is entitled to aet itself up as aD arbiter with th' right to decide

"hen such efforts have been exhaust.d~ The international cOIllnUDity must not simply

acquiesce in the sens. of inevite1l1ty that tends to pervade thG Council'.

resolutions. For Cuba, there can be ao reason~le alternative to a negotiated

political solution, which must neces.arily include the restoration of the

sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of Kuwait and the complete

withdrawal of foreign force. deployed in the region. Resort to force, with all its

devastating cODsequences for the people. aDd .ealth of the regiol1, would set in

notion an economic cataetrophe for the countries of the third world. Even without

the outbreak of war, the price of a barrel of oil has surpa,sed $40. What would

the consequences be for the economies of the more than 100 States of the third

world if actual military hostilities were to break out in the Gulf?

At the same time, we wish to reiterate that basic foodstuffs and medical

assistance are fundamental human rights that must be guaranteed in all

circumstance. for the civilian popUlation of Iraq and Kuwait, as .ell as for

nationals of third States in those territories. Hot eveu evacuation would provide

a quick solution for all the citizen. of third countries, because more than 500,000

PalestiDi6n citizens will be unable to return to their homeland, which continues to

be occupied by Israel.
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In numerous regIons of the world, peoples continue to ~l~our for the

establishment of peace. although the negotiating process has Dot yet met their

legitlmate aspirations.

We now have a new, unified Yemen which Cuba salutes. Thlt'ough the maturity and

intelligence of its peoples and Governments, Yemen has overcome the division that

survived the colonial iDheritance that once divided them. The new Namibia, which

after a long-drawn-out but no less heroic struggle, won its independence - to whi~h

we Cubans are honoured to have contribut~d - can now take its rightful place among

us. That is another manifestation of today's new atmosphere. There have been

developments in the Cambodian conflict, and the parties appear to be moving towards

an agreement. But the process is still in its early stages and has not y~t

crystal11:led.

The Government of Afghanistan is persistently and flexibly pursuing its policy'

of national reconciliation, despite the difficulties that one party to the

conflict, with United States support, has been placing in its path, despite the

Geneva Agreements. Cuba supports the just position of the Government of

Afghanistan.

The question of Cyprus remains deadlocked while the country remains unde~

military occupation. CUl,o reiterates its support for the legitimate rights of the

Cypriot people; for dialogue between the two communities that compose it; for the

establishment of a bi-communal federal republic preserving the unity, sovereignty,

independence and non-aligned status of Cyprus; and for the urgent conve~iDg of an

international conference on the question of Cyprus under the auspices of the United

Nations in order to resolve the matter.

We support the establishment of an independent and sovereign Sahraoui State,

as well as the withdrawal of the Moroccan administration and troops from the

territory of the Western Sahara•
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Ne ralterato our ,support for the people of Lebanon in its just struggle for

national unity and territorial integrity.

Ne wish the People'S Republic of China success in the process of integrating

into its national sovereignty those parts of its territory and peoples that were

wrested from it by colonial domination or imperialist intervention,

Korea continue. to ba divided, although significant steps have begun to be

takeD that could lead to the long-desired reunification. In that respect, we

reiterate our solidarity with the just policy pursued by the People'S Democratic

Republic of leorea.

In Angola, where Cuba has be~n strictly and impeccably implementing the

withdrawal of its military contingent as a result of the agreoments arrived at,

peace has not proved possible as a result of the actions of UNITA, which has been

supported mllitarily and politically by the United States and continues its

destabili8ing 6ctionB.

In Central America, the atmosphere of tension has declined, although the

people of Nicaragua, after the guns have fallen silent, is now striving to achieve

domestic stability and to overcome the difficult economic legacy of the war imposed

on it for so many years. In El Salvador, the process initiated between the

parties, with the participation of the Secretary-General, has not been carried out

fully. In Guatemala, steps continue to be taken ~owards a domestic solution, but

vith no rapid development in sight.

Cuba vishes again to place on record its support for the just demands of the

Argentine people to recover its sovereignty over the Malvinas Islands and for the

demands of the Government of Bolivia for a direct and useful outlet to the sea.

The South African people, which in the recent past has achieved through its

difficult struggle certain social changes providing a political space for the
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forces that have represented it, has not yet succeeded in doing away with all the

barriers that exist o~ in burying once and for all the policy of AParthei~. The

international community nlumt therefore continue to advocate the maintenance of

economic sanctions against South Africa. Cuba reiterates that APartheid cannot be

reformed - it must be completely eradicated.
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In the Americas. the Puerto Ricans. our brethren by virtue of blood and of

struggle. still do not know when their land will cease being a colonial Territory
of the United States. Indeed. at the very end of the twentieth century there are
attempts further to impede their progress towards self-determination by means of
the so-called referendum or plebiscite the United States Goverument is organizing.
while the conditions are being readied to continue the spread of transnational
corporations and nuclear military bases through the Territory in an attempt - a
vain attempt - to erase its genuine Latin American identity and its historical and
cultural roots.

Notwithstanding the undoubted successes in the fight against colonialism in
recent ye~~s. we must Dot forget that there remain more than 20 Territories with
many millions of inhabitants still under colonial domination. Tbe United Nations
must redouble its efforts to make this decade the last for colonialism.

Today the United Nations is the only forum suitable for confronting the major
challenges facing mankind. The question of tbo onvironment, the drug problem and
the needs of children undoubtedly require in-depth universal attention to find
formulas for an effective solution. In all these cases. however. everyone must
assume his share of the burden; it would be wrong to allocate the principal task to
the developing countries or to lay the primary responsibility upon them.

The Eighth Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders.
recently held in Cuba with a level of participation exceeding that of previous
congresses and with results that have been described as very successful both by the
United Nations and by participants. is an example of how the growing problem of
crime must be confronted.

We cannot omit two basic issuesl disarmament and economic quaatioDSo

We view disarmament Dot only as a necessity but also. first and foremost. as
an imperative for peace. There has been progress - which we wel~ome - in the
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proc.sD between the ~vo _.'or Duclear Povers to r.duc. aDd elt.lnate nucl.ar

..apODs~ &Dd thus to r.move the thr.at of nuclear conflict; but the ~er ba. not

y.t been eliminated, and we CaDllot S&1" that the progr.ss made is lrrev.ra1blQ.

Cuba supports the possAbility of converting the pr••ent partial nuclear-test

baD into a total baD, in ke.ping with the etemud. of the international co_unity.

%be failure of the recent r.vi.w conference for the nuclear nOD-proliferation

Treaty - where it was 111SPOssible to agree on tho adoption of a final declaration -

proves that there are still forc.s, in the United Stat.s in particular, which

resist suspension of nuclear te.tiag.

Me welcome the fact that the Degotiatione on conventional-arm. ~eduction in

Europe, in accordance with the special charact.ristics of that region, are moving

forward.

Intonse work 1. UDder way OD the 8ubj.ct of ch.mical w.apon.... but important

CJU8st1onLl rOllain unr••olved. Cuba vill continue to 'work iD the negotiating body

with a view to the swift adoption of & univ.rsal conv.ntion that will not impose

limits or obstacles on the 8CODOllic d.v.lopment of developing countries in this

sph.re, discriminat. in aay way amoDg States parti.s o~ 1.ad, through the retention

by other States of th.ir cb.mical araenals, to weatenad security for parties to the

conv.ntion which do not pos••ss chemical weapoDD.

In the economic sphor., the contrast bet..en the glimmers of light on the

world political Bcene and the shadows which generally prevail in international

economic relations is very disturbing. Nbile there is a gradual process of detente

and of closer relatioDs betve~n the two major world Powers and between East and

West, Borth-South relatioDS gr01l .ver grimmer.

In the decade that has jUDt be9uD' we note that the abyss of illlequality

between the development levels of the industrialized countries and those of the
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underdeveloped cOUDtries continues to grow deeper, both in the economic and social
sphere and in the area of science and technology.

The wrongs condemned by President ridel Castro in this Hall in 1979 have grown
out of all proportioD and have over the years reached unimagined levels. Worse
still, thefe is no prospect of a real, lasting solution: the debt crisis, the Det
reverse transfer of financial re~ources, the growing deterioration of terms of
trade, protectionism and diminishing sources of credit for development add up to a
situation of tot~l economic desperation and utter social insecurity for our
countries. This is beginning to manifest itself in violeut outbursts of social

Cuba's position on the external-debt crisis - which as President Fidel Castro
has pointed out is now the main obstacle to development, the principal instrument
for financial plunder and the most modern form of neoc010niol dependence imposed by
developed countries - is well knoMD to the international community. There is an
urgent nee4 for a compreh.nsive political solution to root out this evil; it must
necessarily include total cancellation of the debt of all developing countries.

One of the consequences ,~f the debt crisis has been a constant deterioration
of living standards in third-world countries. Almost 60 per cent of the
economically active popUlation is unemployed; more than 950 million people live in
utter poverty; 195 million children below the Age of five suffer from hunger;
infut IIOrtaUty is 10 times higher, on average, than if; 18 in developed countries;
40,000 children die daily, most of them of preventable causes and of malnutrition;
900 mUlion adults are illiterate; and hundreds of :;l;~"lJ.ions of people live in
misery. !hat striking situation has caused us to dub the 1980s a lost decade for
development. The lODger we delay a substantive 4eobion on thb delicate problem,
the more serious vill be the consequences ef inaction.
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Neither creditors nor debtors now doubt that the external debt of the

underdeveloped countries is not only unpayable but uncollectable. The various

modalities for exchanging debt for equity do not merely evidence a general

acknowledgement of of that fact, but also reveal that creditors are desperately

scrambling to unload at the lowest possible cost dehts they know cannot be

recovered. Similarly, the various proposals made by the developed West in an

attempt to resolve the crisis have proved inadequate 1xod limited in scope - so much

so that one can hardly talk of a global debt strategy at all.

None the less, and bearing in mind the economic vulnerability of all our

countries, Cuba i, prepared to recognize and work on behalf of initiatives which,

while not constituting substantive formulas, approach the question from an

integrated and innovative point of view. This implies substantial debt reductions,

the overall handling of all types of debt, and additional measures.

In that spirit, my Government fully supported the results of the regional

conference for Latin America and the Caribbean on external debt, recently held

under the auspices of the Latin American Economic System (SELA); this could be a

good beginninq for a serious effort to achieve a solution of the indebtedness that

ia crushing our peoples.
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Like the rest of the developing world, my country is confronted wi,th an unjust

and discriminatory system of international economic relations. Whatever efforts

individual countries may make in one direction or another, they will always be

restricted in a world in which the imbalances I have mentioned pe~8ist. Thug, Cuba

reaffirms yet again the validity of the principles of the Now International

Economic Order. Ne are convinced that true economic co-operation that fulfils the

needs of development and economic growth of the developing countries requires, at

the very least, application of those principles in addition to such further

measures as, inter alia, cancellation of the third world's external debt,

elaboration of universal co-operation on environmental and development problems and

an international contribution to the necessary processes of economic integration in

those countries.

I cannot conclude without pointing out that, as in previous years, pressures

and threats are still being directed against our people by our neighbour to the

north. The Bush Administration is the eighth United States Administration that has

persisted in carrying out hostile and aggressive actions against Cuba. The United

States Government, in violation of international law, and particularly the 1982

Nairobi Convention, went to great lengths to carry out its project for intrusion

into our television space, for the purpose of destabilization, with a pirate

television station based on United States territory.

We state with pride that through our people's intelligence and tenacity, that

new United States act of 59gression has been thwarted at a low cost to Cuba and

that the pirate signal has been eradicated from our land. We are now also

beginning to eliminate radio broadcasts that are also being beamed from United

St~tes territory for the serne purposes.
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None the less, the criminal economic blockade that has been imposed against us
continues, along with the violation of our waters and airspace in the naval base
the United States arbitrarily maintains in our country and its aggressive military
manoeuvres around it.

Cuba, as in the past, reiterates its just demand for the return of land
illegally occupied by the United States on our national territory. Our greatest
desire is to live in peace and to use all our resources for the noble purpose of
economic and social development. Nevertheless, the political blindness of the most
reactionary circles in the United States leads them stubbornly to pursue their vain
attempt to bring the Cuban revolution to its knees. We have said before and we say
again today: the socialism being built by our people came into being as a result
of its own struggle, and our people is now defending that socialism as its most
valuable acquisition, since with it has come the social justice that was for so
many years trampled underfoot, along with true sovereignty and national
independence. That people, which has known justice, independence and liberty, will
not give them up and will defend them to the very last.

For Cubans, for the 10 million men and women who work, create, build and are
prepared to defend the fruits of their labours, the situation is clear: the
struggle for the revolution, for socialism, is not only the struggle for a better
future. It is also the only' way to defend our independence and our national
identity. We shall not falter in that endeavour. We are sure our struggie can
only end in victory.

The PRESIDENT: We have heard the last speaker for this afternoon.

I shall now call on those representatives who wish to speak in exercise of the
right of reply. May I remind members that, in accordance with General Assembly
decision 34/401, statements in exercise of the right of reply are limited to
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10 minutes for the first intervention and to five minutes for the second and should

be made by delegations from their seats.

Mr. WATSON (United States of America): It is indeed unfortunate, bu~ not

ULexpected, that I must exercise my right of reply in response to some of the

statements made today by the representative of Cuba. It is indeed unfortunate, but

hardly unexpected, that the positive spirit of co-operation and cODciliati~Q which

has permeated the halls of this body since the first gavel fell at the opening of

the session has been ignored by Cuba. As the Foreign Minister of Cuba has said,

the world has changed. But apparently Cuba has not.

The contentious language and distortions put forth by the representative of

Cuba fool no one. C~a seeks to deflect attention from the failures and

shortcomings of its own repressive revolution, which, after 30 years of

dictatorship, have left the Cuban people still yearning for the basic human rights

and freedoms now enjoyed by the vast majority of their Latin neighbours.

This evening, because of the lateness of the hour, I will address briefly only

a couple of the points raised by the Foreign Minister of Cuba.

First, we object to his mention of Puerto Rico, which years ago was removed

from the list of Non-Self-Governin~Territories by this v9ry General Assembly. I

would only express the hope that some day i:be people of Cuba wUl enjoy the

freedoms - inclUding free elections, freedom of speech and freedom of

communications from whatever sources - currently enjoyed by our citizens in Puerto

Rico.

Secondly, I must take exception to the remarks of the Foreign Minister of Cuba

coacerning the United States actions in the Persian Gulf. As everyone in the

Assembly is aware, the United States forces in the region are there at the express

w
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request of the Governments of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, acting in accordance with

the Charter of the United Nations. We have stated publicly that those forces of

the United States in Saudi Arabia and those ther.e at the request of Kuwait will

leave as soon as requested to do so by those countries. It is also clear that

there are over 20 other countries th~t have been requested by Saudi Arabia to

provide personnel and equipment to shore up their defence against possible invasion

by Iraq. The United States is by no means alone. More than a dozen countries have

sent ships to engage in the naval portion of the effort to turn back the aggression

by Iraq against Kuwait.

The representative of Cuba seems out of step with the solidarity and unanimity

of this body in its effort to stop and roll back the aggression of Iraq against

Kuwait that also threatens other States of the region, an aggression which is

completely out of step with the kind of world we in this Ball are trying to forge

in the post-cold-war era.

I would call on the delegation of Cuba to refloct seriously on its

participation in this body. Now is the time for Cuba to begin to accept the basic

principles of the United Nations and the United Nations Charter. It is time for it

to put aside demagoguery and distortions and join in this new spirit of

co-operation and freedom which is becoming increasingly evident throughout the

world, even though - and especially as - that spirit of freedom is threatened by

blatant aggression in the Persian Gulf •

1 •
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Mr. LOPEZ DlL AMP (Cuba) (interpret3tion from Spanish): The

representative of the United States said that the statement made ~y the Foreign
Minister of Cuba was unfortunate and failed to take account of the spirit of
conciliation. Khat is unfortunate is that the United States Government has
easentia11y not changed its policy - not only towards the Repu~lic'of Cuba but also
generally towards the peoples of the third world.

True, there have been changes in the world, and the representative of the
United States says he regrets that Cuba has not kept pace with them.

Cuba is a country that is constantly developing and changing, as life itself
does. What Cuba has not changed, and will not change, is its principles - the
ideas whereby a small but heroic people has proved able to defend its independence
in the face of the uncea~in9 aggression of the most powerful nation on Earth.

If Cuba had been a dictatorship which denied human rights, if there had been a
hostile regime in Cuba, we would not have been able to withstand all the military,
economic and political acts of aggression that the United States has kept up
against our country through eight consecutive administrations.

It is precisely because the Cuban revolution steered us away from the
purported democratic model of the United States market economy, now praised to the
skies, that we moved away from it to carry out a profound revolution which returned
to each Cuban his full dignity. That is why we had the strength so victoriously to
carry out major social and economic changes and to press ahead.

The representative of the United States asked why we were concerned about the
presence of United States troops in the Gulf. We have many reasons to be
concerned. We know from experience: United States troops reached Puerto Rico in
1898, almost a century ago, and they are still there, and they still keep that
country in colonial status.

,
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In lS9S they reached Cuba too, and they etill maintain the military base at
Guantanamo Bay, on our territory, against our will.

It is Dot the United States Government that can give us lessons about
solidarity in this forum~ Cuba, through its conduct, has shown its great
solidarity, aa representatives of the third world present here will testify. Of
course Cuba accepts the United Nations Charter and vorko on its behalf, because we
work to secure respect for it. It is tbe United States Government that has
violated the Charter whenever it has seen fit, without the slightest respect for
it.

If there is to be a Dew spirit, that Dew Bpirit should come from the United
States Government, which should undertake to make real cbenges in its foreign
policy and truly to respect the principles of the Charter, abandoning its policies
of expansion and domination. The United States should learn that respect for the
rights of oth&ra is the root of peace, aa Senito Juarea pointed out.

the meeting rose at 7.25 p~.
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